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ABSTRACT

HUMAN TESTIS ANGIOTENSIN-CONVERTING ENZYME:

CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF A GLYCOSYLATION MUTANT AND
INVESTIGATION OF A PUTATIVE HINGE-MECHANISM BY
NORMAL MODE ANALYSIS

J.M. Watermeyer
M.Sc minithesis, Department of Biotechnology, University of the Western Cape.

Human angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) is a key enzyme in the
regulation of blood pressure via the renin-angiotensin and kallikrein-kinin
systems. A number of orally active drugs have been developed over the
years that target somatic ACE, for the treatment of hypertension, myocardial
infarction and congestive heart failure. Protein structural information about
ACE is an important key for the understanding of the mechanism and
substrate-specificity of the enzyme. However, this information has only
begun to be elucidated in the past year, with the solution of crystal structures
of human testis ACE (tACE), and homologues Drosophila AnCE and
human ACE2. tACE is identical to the C-terminal domain of somatic ACE,
which consists of two homologous domains, each having a slightly different
substrate-specificity.
This thesis describes the purification, crystallisation and X-ray crystal
structure-determination of a glycosylation-deficient mutant of tACE, tACEG1,3, to 2.9 Å. The structure of tACE-G1,3 aligns closely with that of
native tACE, indicating that the mutations did not alter the conformation.
The ability to achieve minimal glycosylation of tACE for crystallisation
purposes via mutation, rather than using expensive glycosidase inhibitors,
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should prove advantageous for further structural studies, such as the study of
the binding of novel inhibitors.
In all of the tACE structures thus far observed, the active site is closed off
from the external medium in a deep cleft, so that it is unclear how a large
substrate molecule could gain access. However, a hinge motion that opens
this cleft has been observed in the structures of ACE2. Temperature factor
and sequence comparison between tACE, tACE-G1,3, AnCE and ACE2
suggests the functional conservation of three flexible loop regions, as well as
the sequence conservation of three constrained regions, involved in the
hinge. Normal mode analysis reveals the intrinsic flexibility of tACE, and
further suggests that a putative open form of tACE would behave similarly
to the open form of ACE2. Based on these indications, a conservation of the
ACE2 hinge-bending mechanism is proposed.
Temperature factor analysis also reveals that subdomain II, containing
bound chloride ions, is more structurally rigid than subdomain I, in all
structures considered.
Based on these results, lines of investigation are suggested that should yield
insight into the mechanisms of action of ACE and its association with
various substrates and inhibitors, ideally aiding in the development of novel
drugs for the treatment of cardiac disease.
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INTRODUCTION:
Human angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE), a zinc-metallopeptidase, is an
important regulator of cardiac function through its C-terminal dipeptidase activity
on signalling peptides angiotensin-I and bradykinin. As such, it is the target of a
number of drugs used in the treatment of hypertension, myocardial infarction and
congestive heart failure.
The first generation of ACE inhibitors currently in clinical use was developed
without prior knowledge of the structure of ACE (Acharya et al, 2003). Somatic
ACE is now known to be a two-domain enzyme, the domains each containing an
active site, and having slightly different substrate-specificities (Soubrier et al,
1988; Jaspard et al, 1993). Domain-specific inhibitors have been designed and
used in the in vitro and in vivo characterisation of ACE activity (Junot et al,
2001). The recent solution of a crystal structure of human testis ACE (tACE),
identical in sequence to the C-terminal domain of somatic ACE, has revealed the
structure of the substrate-binding site and the nature of the binding interactions of
known inhibitors (Natesh et al, 2003, 2004). In addition, solution of the structures
of Drosophila and human homologues, ACE2 and AnCE, has given insight into
the determinants of substrate-specificity in ACE and ACE homologues (Kim et al,
2003; Towler et al, 2004).
One reason for the slow elucidation of ACE crystal structures has been the
problem of crystallisation.

ACE is a glycoprotein, and tACE crystals were

eventually obtained by regularising surface glycosylation through the use of the
glycosidase-I inhibitor, N-butyl-deoxynojirimycin (Gordon et al, 2003). As new
potential ACE inhibitors are designed, based on the new structural information
now available, it becomes imperative that a reproducible means of crystallisation
and structure-determination be developed, for the screening and investigation of
these new potential drug leads. The prohibitive cost of glycosidase inhibitors is a
barrier to this process.
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This study presents the crystallisation and crystal structure-determination of a
minimally glycosylated mutant of tACE, tACE-G1,3, to 2.9Å. This mutant was
originally produced as one strategy in the attempt to achieve minimal
glycosylation for crystallisation purposes (Gordon et al, 2003).

Structure-

determination was carried out in the interests of obtaining new structural
information from this mutant. Such novel information was not forthcoming,
however, as the structure of tACE-G1,3 does not differ significantly from that of
wild-type tACE, despite the fact that measures were taken to minimise model
bias. This indicates that the mutations did not disrupt the structure in any way.
Moreover, the presence of two fully-processed glycan chains did not have a
detrimental effect on crystallisation, causing only a slight rearrangement of lattice
contacts. This mutant thus represents a more cost-effective tool for the
crystallographic investigation of the binding of inhibitors to tACE.
Both liganded and unliganded structures of tACE and Drosophila AnCE are
ellipsoid in shape, with the active zinc ion lying deep in a cleft that divides the
molecule in half. This cleft is linked with the external milieu by narrow pores that
do not provide an adequate path for the entry of bulky substrates (Kim et al,
2003). The question thus arises as to the nature of the molecular motions that
must occur to allow substrate access to the active site.
In contrast to tACE and AnCE, the unliganded form of ACE2 crystallised in an
open conformation, differing from the closed liganded form by a hinge motion of
~16° that opens up the active site by as much as 15Å (Towler et al, 2004). This,
together with the presence of acetate molecules in the "unliganded" structures of
tACE and tACE-G1,3, and calorimetric evidence that entropic factors play an
important role in substrate-binding, suggests that a similar hinge mechanism may
occur in tACE (Andújar-Sánchez et al, 2004).
In this study, the residues important for hinging in ACE2 are identified, and
compared with the equivalent residues in tACE, tACE-G1,3 and AnCE, in terms
of sequence conservation as well as the Cα-atom temperature factors of the crystal
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structures.

Conservation of the ACE2 hinge mechanism is suggested by a

functional conservation of flexible loop regions, as well as the sequence
conservation of structurally constrained regions involved in hinging.
This hypothesis is further supported by normal mode analysis of the open and
closed forms of ACE2, the closed structure of tACE, and an open homology
model of tACE. Low-frequency vibrational modes for these structures reveal the
intrinsic flexibility of tACE about its active site cleft, and suggest that an open
form of tACE would behave similarly to that of ACE2.
Analysis of Cα-atom temperature factors also reveals that subdomain II of tACE,
containing bound chloride ions, has a high degree of structural rigidity, while
subdomain I is more flexible. This domain stability is also evident from the
temperature factors of ACE2 and AnCE, indicating a conservation of this
characteristic, which may have functional significance.
Because of the importance of ACE as a drug target, the major thrust of further
studies based on this work must be in the characterisation and design of novel
inhibitors, especially domain-specific inhibitors, with the aim of developing new
drugs for clinical use in the treatment of cardiac disease.
Additional studies are also suggested that aim at shedding further light on the
mechanism of substrate entry into the active site.
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CHAPTER 1: LITERATURE REVIEW
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1.1. The importance of ACE as a target for antihypertensive drugs
Human angiotensin-converting enzyme 1 (ACE, peptidyl-dipeptidase A, EC
3.4.15.1) is well known by medical doctors as the target of a variety of drugs
commonly used in the treatment of hypertension, myocardial infarction and
congestive heart failure. It is a zinc metallopeptidase membrane glycoprotein that
cleaves the C-terminal dipeptides off a wide range of oligopeptide substrates.
Most tissues produce ACE to some degree, including blood vessels, adrenal
glands, heart and brain, but it is most concentrated in the lungs and kidneys
(Ehlers & Riordan, 1989).
Among the substrates of ACE are two signalling peptides, angiotensin I (AngI)
and bradykinin (BK), both involved in the regulation of blood pressure, and
having opposing effects. AngI is the decapeptide (DRVYIHPF / HL) precursor of
angiotensin II (AngII), which is a potent vasopressor. The conversion of AngI to
AngII, catalysed by ACE, is a key step in the renin-angiotensin system (RAS),
which is primarily involved in the maintenance of blood pressure and renal
function (reviewed by Zaman et al, 2002). BK is a nonapeptide (RPPGFSP / FR),
which has vasodilatory activity via the kallikrein-kinin system (KKS).

It is

inactivated by removal of its C-terminal dipeptide by ACE, with the overall effect
of ACE activity on the RAS and KKS thus being an increase in blood pressure. It
was because of this effect that ACE became a target for the development of
antihypertensives in the 1970’s, the result being a first generation of potent ACE
inhibitors such as lisinopril, enalaprilat, captopril and their derivatives, which are
widely used in cardiovascular therapy today (Zaman et al, 2002; Acharya et al,
2003).
The involvement of ACE in the regulation of blood pressure and renal function
constitutes what is known as its endocrine function. In addition to this, the
components of the RAS have been shown to be present in other tissues, such as
muscle and bone marrow, where ACE exerts a more localised (paracrine) effect in
the maintenance of tissue homeostasis and regulation of cell growth.
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For

example, ACE has been implicated in haematopoiesis because of its action on Nacetyl-seryl-aspartyl-lysyl-proline (N-AcSDKP), a regulator of haematopoietic
stem cell differentiation (Azizi et al, 1996; Jones & Woods, 2003; Haznedaroglu
& Öztürk, 2003).

There has even been the suggestion that ACE acts

intracellularly, although this has not been proven (Ehlers & Riordan, 1989).
The discovery of additional functionalities of ACE raises a question as to the
effects of ACE inhibitor therapy on systems other than the RAS and KKS.
Indeed, ACE inhibitors are not without unpleasant side effects, many of which are
not directly linked to their antihypertensive activity (reviewed by Sica, 2004). It
is hoped that any new information obtained as to the structure and function of
ACE will pave the way for the development of a second generation of more
targeted inhibitors, having fewer side-effects.
1.2. Two forms of mammalian ACE
Subsequent to the development of the first generation of inhibitors, human ACE
has been found to occur in two active forms, termed somatic and germinal (testis)
ACE because of their respective expression profiles.
When somatic ACE (sACE) mRNA was cloned and sequenced in 1988, it became
apparent that the coding region comprised two homologous domains, having
about 55% overall sequence identity with each other and each containing a
putative active site (figure 1.2.1; Soubrier et al, 1988; Fernandez et al, 2003).
sACE is synthesised as a 1306-residue polypeptide, complete with a 29-residue Nterminal signal sequence that is removed during post-translational processing,
leaving a 1277-amino-acid mature enzyme (Soubrier et al, 1988). The 22 residues
at its C-terminus make up a hydrophobic membrane anchor and juxtamembrane
region (Soubrier et al, 1988). This can be cleaved off between Arg1203 and
Ser1204 by a putative ACE-secretase (ACE-sheddase), allowing release of a
1227-residue soluble form of ACE from the cell membrane (Ehlers et al, 1991b,
1996; Woodman et al, 2000; Santhamma et al, 2004).
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Figure 1.2.1. Sequence alignment of human sACE C-domain, N-domain and
tACE (Acharya et al, 2003).
The conserved active site zinc-binding motif is highlighted in purple, N-linked
glycosylation sites in yellow, chloride ligands in orange and some active site
residues in blue/green. Note that tACE is identical to the C-domain of sACE
from L37 (613) onwards.
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The second ACE form, testis ACE (tACE), found only in adult testis, is 701
amino acids long, and is identical to the C-terminal domain of sACE, with an
additional N-terminal signal peptide (figure 1.2.1; Ehlers et al, 1989; Kumar et al,
1989). tACE is encoded by the same gene as sACE, but is transcribed from an
internal promoter located in intron 12 of the full-length gene (Ehlers et al, 1989;
Ehlers & Riordan, 1989; Hubert et al, 1991). It thus contains only one zincbinding site. This specialised form of ACE has been implicated in the maturation
of sperm cells, and has been shown to be necessary for proper sperm function in
male mice, in a process that does not involve AngI as a substrate (Hagaman et al,
1998; Pauls et al, 2003). It should be noted that, while tACE has been shown to
be sufficient to carry out the role of sACE in the RAS and in maintaining renal
function, sACE is not sufficient to replace tACE in its role in fertility (Kessler et
al, 2002).
The N-domain of sACE has also been purified as an isolated domain, from human
ileal fluid, but it is thought to have been released from membrane-bound sACE by
proteolytic cleavage, rather than being produced in a separately-regulated
transcription event, as is the case for tACE (Deddish et al, 1994).
1.3. ACE homologues
ACE homologues are found across a wide range of species, including mammals
and insects, with sequence homology in mammals varying from 80-90%
(Bernstein et al, 1989; Shai et al, 1992; Thekkumkara et al, 1992; Cornell et al,
1995; Turner & Hooper, 2002; Hens et al, 2002).
These mammalian homologues show almost identical activity to human ACE.
For example, bovine and mouse ACE (80% and 85% homologous to human ACE,
respectively) have been used in catalytic studies that have attempted to elucidate
the in vivo activity of ACE and ACE inhibitors (Cotton et al, 2002; Binevski et al,
2003; Georgiadis et al, 2003).
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In the fly, Drosophila melanogaster, two ACE homologues, AnCE and ACEr,
have been identified that have about 40% homology to human ACE and are
capable of hydrolysing BK and Hippuryl-histidyl-leucine (Hip-His-Leu), a mimic
of AngI (figure 1.3.1; Cornell et al, 1995; Taylor et al, 1996; Coates et al, 2000).
ACEr appears to share properties with the N-domain of sACE, showing similar
catalytic efficiency for Hip-His-Leu, and being capable of binding the N-specific
inhibitor, RXP407, while AnCE is catalytically more similar to the C-domain than
to the N-domain (Williams et al, 2000). The recently solved crystal structures of
human tACE and AnCE have revealed a strong structural homology between
these two enzymes (Natesh et al, 2003; Kim et al, 2003).
An ACE homologue that occurs in humans has recently been identified by two
distinct strategies (Donoghue et al, 2000; Tipnis et al, 2000). This homologue,
ACE2 (ACEH), is a carboxypeptidase consisting of an N-terminal zinc
metallopeptidase domain which is ~42% identical to tACE, and a C-terminal
domain which is ~48% identical to human collectrin (figure 1.3.1; Tipnis et al,
2000; Zhang et al, 2001; Turner et al, 2002). The N-terminal domain has also
recently been shown to be highly structurally homologous to tACE (Towler et al,
2004). The activity of ACE2 differs from that of ACE in that it cleaves only one
amino acid residue from the C-terminal end of its substrates (Tipnis et al, 2000).
Like ACE, it is a regulator of cardiac function, although its activity differs from
that of ACE (Crackower et al, 2002; Goulter et al, 2004). While it is able to act
on AngI, it does not cleave BK, is not inhibited by traditional ACE inhibitors, and
acts additionally on a several substrates not cleaved by ACE (Tipnis et al, 2000;
Turner et al, 2002). ACE2 is thus thought to share some functions with ACE, but
also to play a role in systems in which ACE plays no part (Danilczyk et al, 2003).
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Figure 1.3.1. Sequence alignment of homologues human ACE2, tACE and
Drosophila AnCE (Guy et al, 2003).
Zinc binding residues are boxed, active site residues are highlighted grey,
chloride ligands are underlined. Conserved residues are marked with an
asterisk.
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tACE also displays structural homology to other members of the zinc peptidase
family, notably neurolysin and a carboxypeptidase from the hyperthermophilic
archaeon Pyrococcus furiosus, which are quite different with respect to sequence
(Arndt et al, 2002; Natesh et al, 2003). The presence of ACE homologues in such
a broad range of species supports the hypothesis that this enzyme is critical for the
maintenance of tissue homeostasis and regulation of cell growth.
1.4. Substrates and catalytic activity of sACE
The M2 family of zinc metallopeptidases of which ACE is a member, is one of
several families of related zinc metallopeptidases, all containing a characteristic
His-Glu-Xaa-Xaa-His (HEXXH) zinc-binding motif, and sharing a common
reaction mechanism (Lipscomb & Sträter, 1996). This motif is present in both
domains of sACE, and it has been shown that both domains have similar catalytic
activities, are inhibited by the traditional ACE inhibitors, and can function as
isolated domains (Wei et al. 1991, 1992; Jaspard et al, 1993).
Detailed studies, however, have shown that the substrate- and inhibitorspecificities and catalytic activities of the two domains are slightly different, as is
to be expected considering the differences in their amino-acid sequences. For
example, the substrates N-AcSDKP, Angiotensin1-7 (Ang1-7), and luteinising
hormone-releasing hormone (LH-RH) are preferentially cleaved by the N-domain,
while the phosphinic peptides RXP407 and RXPA380 have been shown to be
selective inhibitors of the N- and C-domains respectively (Rousseau et al, 1995;
Deddish et al, 1998; Junot et al, 2001; Cotton et al, 2002; Georgiadis et al, 2003).
Interestingly, Ang1-7, an N-domain-specific substrate, inhibits C-domain activity
(Deddish et al, 1998). The two domains also have different affinities for the
traditional inhibitors trandolaprilat, lisinopril, enalaprilat and captopril (Wei et al,
1992). Similar domain-specific preference for some substrates and inhibitors over
others has also been recorded for bovine ACE in vitro (Binevski et al, 2003).
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The use of the domain-specific inhibitors RXP380 and RXP407 on mouse ACE
has shown that the N-and C- domains of this enzyme are responsible for 30% and
70% of AngI cleavage, respectively, with a similar ratio applying to BK
inactivation (Cotton et al, 2002; Georgiadis et al, 2003). Studies in mice, using
sACE constructs having inactive or deleted N- or C-domains, have shown that the
C-domain of human sACE cleaves the substrates Hip-His-Leu and AngI at a faster
rate than the N-domain, despite the fact that the binding constants are similar (Wei
et al, 1991).

These data, supported by the recent finding that the C-domain alone

is sufficient to maintain RAS function in N-domain knockout mice, suggest that
the main function of the N-domain is in an activity other than its
haematoregulatory role in the RAS (Fuchs et al, 2004).
A further difference between the domains is that of chloride-dependence. ACE
undergoes a substrate-dependent enzyme activation in the presence of chloride
(Shapiro et al, 1983). This activation of ACE is the result of strong chloridedependent activation of the C-domain, while the N-domain is only very weakly
activated by chloride ions (Wei et al, 1991, 1992; Acharya et al, 2003). However,
since ACE has only been observed to function in vivo at physiological chloride
concentrations, at which the activity of the C-domain is maximal, the significance
of this observation is not clear.
Also unclear is what effect the N- and C- domains have on each other's activity.
Indeed, it would seem that the two domains are relatively independent, since they
are both capable of catalysis in the absence of the other domain (Wei et al, 1991,
1992; Cotton et al, 2002; Georgiadis et al, 2003; Fuchs et al, 2004). However, the
in vivo inhibition of BK hydrolysis in mice requires that both domains be
inhibited, despite the fact that this substrate is specific to the N-domain
(Georgiadis et al, 2003). This, together with an experiment that showed that
truncation of N-domain altered the kinetic properties of the C-domain, would
seem to suggest that some measure of cooperativity is involved (Marcic et al,
2000).

Moreover, there is evidence for the negative cooperativity of the two

domains of bovine ACE, in vitro, and a 1:1 stoichiometry for inhibitor-binding
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has been observed in microcalorimetry experiments of pig lung ACE (Binevski et
al, 2003; Andújar-Sánchez et al, 2004).
The C-domain of sACE is more prone to thermal denaturation than the N-domain,
and it has been hypothesised that the N-domain may play a role in stabilising the
structure of the C-domain (Voronov et al, 2002). Similar evidence for the greater
stability of the N-domain is its survival in ileal fluid, when the C-domain appears
to be completely degraded, although this could be mediated by its higher levels of
glycosylation (Deddish et al, 1994).
1.5. ACE glycosylation
The N-terminal 36 residues of human tACE are heavily O-glycosylated (Soubrier,
et al, 1988; Ehlers et al, 1992). This region seems to be important for its function
in the binding of sperm to the oviduct epithelium (Hagaman, 1998). However, this
glycosylation is not essential for expression or enzymatic activity (Ehlers et al,
1992; Kasturi et al, 1994).
While sACE is not O-glycosylated, each domain has several potential N-linked
glycosylation sites, nine in the N-domain and seven in the C-domain (and in
tACE) (figure. 1.2.1). In tACE, of these seven potential N-linked glycosylation
sites, the three most N-terminal are fully glycosylated, the following three
partially glycosylated, and the C-terminal-most site is unglycosylated (Yu et al,
1997). These sites have been shown to have differential importance for the
expression of stable, enzymatically active tACE (Kasturi et al, 1994; Gordon et
al, 2003).
In general, glycosylation poses a problem for crystallisation, since the
heterogeneity and flexibility of glycans within a sample of purified glycoprotein
makes the formation of a uniform crystal lattice impossible (Hogg et al, 2003;
Mehndiratta et al, 2004).

It was thus necessary to reduce the level of

glycosylation in order to obtain a sample of ACE or a homologue that was
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suitable for crystallisation. Two approaches to this problem have recently shown
encouraging results. tACE was crystallised as a truncated enzyme lacking the Oglycosylated N-terminal sequence, after expression in the presence of a
glycosidase-I inhibitor, N-butyl-deoxynojirimycin (NB-DNJ), which enforces
uniform glycosylation (Butters et al, 1999; Gordon et al, 2003). The Drosophila
homologue AnCE, and the human homologue ACE2, were crystallised after
expression in active, unglycosylated form using baculovirus systems (Kim et al,
2003; Towler et al, 2004).

In addition, promising initial crystallisation results

were observed for tACE mutants having various combinations of N-linked
glycosylation sites knocked out by Asn-Gln point mutation (Gordon et al, 2003).
1.6. Crystal structures
Crystal structures of tACE, AnCE and ACE2 were published within a short space
of time, bringing a sudden flood of structural information after years during which
no progress had been made on this front. The structure of tACE to 2.0Å was
published in January 2003, followed shortly afterward by AnCE to 2.4Å in
February 2003, and ACE2 to 2.2Å in January 2004 (Natesh et al, 2003; Kim et al,
2003; Towler et al, 2004).

Based on the structure of tACE, a number of

homology models of the N-domain of sACE (sACEn) have been calculated
(Fernandez et al, 2003; Tzakos et al, 2003).
All four structures are ellipsoid in shape, consisting mostly of α-helices with only
a few short beta strands, and are divided into two subdomains by a deep cleft in
which the active site is shielded from the external milieu (figure 1.6.1; Natesh et
al, 2003). This cleft effectively cuts the structure in half, as it extends almost all
of the way across the molecule, so that the two subdomains are connected only by
the few α-helices that form the floor of the cleft. Similar shielding of the active
residues is a common feature of proteases, serving to limit access of larger or
folded substrates to the active site (Brown et al, 2001; Towler et al, 2004).
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90°

Figure 1.6.1. Overview of the crystal structure of human tACE (PDB ID 1o8a) with bound inhibitor, lisinopril. The two
views differ by a 90° rotation. α-helices are coloured navy, β-strands yellow, the zinc ion magenta, chloride ions light green
and lisinopril cyan.

The arrangement of the residues of the HEXXH zinc-binding motif of the active
site is highly conserved throughout the zinc-binding metallopeptidases that carry
this motif, despite weak sequence or even structural homology outside of the
motif. For example the root mean square deviation (rmsd) between the active site
residues of ACE2 and tACE is 0.53Å, and the rmsd between those of tACE and
thermolysin is 0.52Å (Natesh et al, 2003; Towler et al, 2004).
In this common coordination geometry, the zinc ion is tetra-coordinated by the
amide groups of the two His residues of the HEXXH-motif, the carboxyl oxygens
of an additional conserved Glu located 24 residues downstream of the motif, and
the inhibitor (mimicking the carbonyl oxygen of the scissile peptide bond) or
bound water molecule in the case of unliganded structures (figure 1.6.2).
The zinc-binding site forms a bottleneck in the central groove, to one side of
which lies a small cavity in which the substrate C-terminus binds, and to the other
side of which is a larger cavity that accommodates the substrate N-terminus
(figure 1.6.3; Kim et al, 2003). It is at this bottleneck that the scissile peptide
bond (or equivalent inhibitor mimic) lies, with the carboxyl dipeptide to one side
and the remaining N-terminal residues to the other.
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Figure 1.6.2. Tetra-coordination of the zinc ion at the active site of human
tACE by inhibitor lisinopril and His383, His387 and Glu411 of the HEMGH +
E zinc-binding motif (PDB ID 1o8f).
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N-chamber
C-chamber

Figure 1.6.3. Cut-away view of human tACE (1o8a), showing the inhibitor,
lisinopril, in the active site, with the zinc ion (green sphere) located at the
bottleneck between N- and C- chambers.
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1.7. Catalytic Mechanism
Considering the similarity of the active sites, it is likely that the catalytic
mechanism is also conserved. This mechanism has been elucidated by extensive
catalytic and structural studies on ACE, as well as on thermolysin and other zinc
metallopeptidases (Williams et al, 1994; Lipscomb & Sträter, 1996;
Pelmenschikov et al, 2002).
Briefly, the proposed mechanism is as follows (figure 1.7.1): The zinc ion and the
Glu within the HEXXH motif form H-bonds with and polarise a nucleophilic
water molecule at the active site, while the zinc ion also binds to and polarises the
scissile peptide carbonyl group. The Glu abstracts a water proton, and the
nucleophilic water oxygen attacks the carbonyl carbon, leading to the formation of
a carboxyl anion intermediate. This intermediate is stabilised by the presence of
positively charged residues (H-bond donors) such as His and Tyr.
A neighbouring protonated His transfers a proton onto the peptide nitrogen,
making this group positively charged.

This unstable state decomposes with

breakage of the peptide bond, abstraction of a proton from the Glu by the leaving
amide group, and transfer of a proton from the leaving carboxyl group back to the
donor His (Lipscomb & Sträter, 1996; Pelmenschikov et al, 2002; Towler et al,
2004).
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Figure 1.7.1. Catalytic mechanism example: Proposed catalytic mechanism for ACE2.
A) Formation of the ES complex: polarisation of the Zn-bound nucleophilic water by the Zn ion and the abstraction of a water proton
by E375 leads to the attack of the carbonyl carbon by the nucleophilic water oxygen, resulting in the formation of a carboxyl anion
intermediate. Simultaneous transfer of a proton from H505 to the peptide nitrogen makes this group positively charged. H505 and
Y515 stabilise the intermediate.
B) The tetrahedral intermediate collapses with breaking of the unstable peptide bond, abstraction of a proton from the leaving amide
by E375, and transfer of a proton from the leaving carboxyl group to H505. (Lipscomb & Sträter, 1996; Towler et al, 2004)

1.8. Inhibitor binding and substrate specificity
The first-generation ACE inhibitors was designed based on active site models that
were taken from those of carboxypeptidase A (CPA) and thermolysin, both wellcharacterised enzymes then thought to be mechanistically similar to ACE
(Acharya et al, 2003).
Captopril, the first to be put to clinical use, is a dipeptide mimetic (of carboxyAla-Pro, with a sulphydryl group replacing the zinc-binding scissile carbonyl
group) that occupies the S1' (Ala) and S2' (Pro-COO-) subsites of the enzyme.
Lisinopril and enalaprilat are tripeptide mimetics (of Phe-Lys-Pro and Phe-AlaPro, respectively), additionally occupying the S1 subsite, and having Ncarboxyalkyl groups replacing the scissile carbonyl group (figure 1.8.1; Patchett et
al, 1980; Turner & Hooper, 2002; Acharya et al, 2003). While it has become
clear that ACE is not homologous, or closely related in terms of structure, to CPA,
the crystal structures show that these predictions for the inhibitor-binding sites
were correct.
The first level of control for substrate-specificity is probably at the level of the
shape and size of the substrate-binding cleft. The small size of the cleft Cterminal to the zinc-binding site limits the number of residues that can be cleaved
off the peptide, while the dimensions of the N-terminal region provide a length
limitation, as well as preventing the binding of folded substrates (Brown et al,
2001). This effect is illustrated by the difference in activities between tACE and
ACE2. The former accommodates two substrate residues C-terminal to the zinc
ion (in the S1’ and S2’ subsites) and thus has a dipeptidase activity, while the
latter accommodates only one residue in the S1’ position due to crowding of the
potential second site by a bulky Arg, and thus has monopeptidase activity (Natesh
et al, 2003; Towler et al, 2004).
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Figure 1.8.1. Traditional representation of the active site of ACE, with ACE
inhibitors captopril and lisinopril, and phosphinic peptide inhibitors RXP407
(N-domain-specific) and RXPA380 (C-domain-specific) (Acharya et al, 2003).
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More specific control of substrate-binding occurs at the level of the structure of
the active site, and the residues involved in the interaction. In addition to the
unliganded structures of tACE, AnCE and ACE2, several inhibitor-bound
structures have been published, and these shed light on the interaction of
inhibitors with the active site residues. Structures of both tACE and AnCE have
been solved with lisinopril and captopril in the active site, and tACE has
additionally been solved bound to enalaprilat (Kim et al, 2003; Natesh et al, 2003,
2004). ACE2 was also solved bound to a specific inhibitor, (S,S) 2-{1-carboxy-2[3[(3,5-dichloro-benzyl)-3H-imidazole-4-yl]-ethylamino}-4-methyl-pentanoic
acid (MLN-4760; Towler et al, 2004).
The residues comprising the S2' site, in which the C-terminal residue of the
substrate or inhibitor binds, are conserved in tACE, sACEN-domain and AnCE. The
carboxyl oxygens of the substrate C-terminus form H-bonds and ionic interactions
with a conserved Lys and Tyr that appear to serve as an anchor for the substrate
(figure 1.8.2, K511 & Y520; table 1.8.1). The S2’ residue side chain occupies a
hydrophobic pocket consisting of three conserved Phe and two Tyr. This explains
the preference of ACE for bulky hydrophobic residues such as Pro or Trp in this
position (Wei et al, 1992; Bala et al, 2002). These residues are all different in
ACE2, and the entire S2' subsite is occluded (Towler et al, 2004).
The S1' subsite of tACE, AnCE and sACEN-domain, occupied by the Lys residue of
lisinopril or the Ala residue of captopril and enalaprilat, is lined by predominantly
negative and H-bonding residues such as Gln, Glu, Thr and Asp (table 1.8.1).
These residues interact with the Lys side-chain by charge-charge interactions and
by water-mediated H-bonds (figure 1.8.2).

The greater affinity of tACE for

lisinopril than for enalaprilat has been attributed to the replacement of the shorter
Ala sidechain of enalaprilat with a longer Lys sidechain which interacts more
extensively with the deep S1' site (Acharya et al, 2003).
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Figure 1.8.2. Diagrammatic representation of the layout of lisinopril-binding
residues in the active site of tACE, showing the S1, S1’ and S2’ subsites
(Natesh et al, 2003). W: water molecule.
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Table 1.8.1. Residues of the C-domain of human sACE making contact with lisinopril versus those in the N-domain model,
according to Fernandez et al (2003). Residues that are different in the S1’ subsite, and are thought to be important for
substrate-selectivity, are highlighted in grey.

The presence of a Gln and Asp in this site in sACEN-domain (Q386 and D171 in
sACEN-domain versus Asp377/982 and Glu162/767 in tACE/sACEc-domain), seems to
result in a preference of the N-domain for inhibitors having an Ala at this position,
over lisinopril (table 1.8.1; Wei et al, 1992; Fernandez et al, 2003; Natesh et al,
2004). The reason for this preference is unclear.
In ACE2 the S1' site is much larger than in the other ACE structures, and is lined
by numerous H-bonding and hydrophobic side-chains that accommodate the
bulky 3,5-dichloro-benzyl imidazole group of MLN-4760. The C terminus of the
inhibitor is anchored by an interaction with Arg273, the side-chain of which
occludes the space corresponding to the S2' subsite in tACE and AnCE (figure
1.7.1; Towler et al, 2004).
The S1 site appears to accommodate predominantly large hydrophobic groups,
such as the phenylpropyl group of lisinopril, which makes van der Waal's contacts
with Val518 of tACE, and with Phe521 in the N-domain model (Fernandez et al,
2003). This could also contribute to the preference of the N-domain for captopril
over lisinopril, since the bulky Phe521 residue may make binding of the bulky
phenylpropyl group of lisinopril unfavourable (Wei et al, 1992).
Acharya et al (2003) drew on the structure of tACE and kinetic studies to derive
some requirements for domain-specificity, which could be used in the design of
second-generation inhibitors of human ACE. In this scheme, C-selectivity is
determined by bulky P2' and P1' groups with a large neutral or basic P2 group,
while N-selectivity is determined by an amidated C-terminal carboxyl group in
the P2' position, and an acidic P2 group. Domain-specific inhibitors are predicted
to provide some solutions to the side-effects observed for ACE inhibitors
currently in clinical use, and perhaps to exert new activities based on N-domain
selectivity (Acharya et al, 2003).
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1.9. Chloride binding sites and chloride activation
The structure of tACE revealed two highly ordered, buried chloride ions,
consistent with the strong chloride-dependence that has been observed for the Cdomain of sACE (Natesh et al, 2003).
One of the ions, CL2 (~10Å from the active site), is bound to R522, which is part
of the same α-helix as two important inhibitor ligands, Y520 and Y523 (figure
1.8.2). Thus it was suggested that the binding of chloride to R522 has some effect
on the active site, via Y520 and Y523 (Natesh et al, 2003). This is supported by a
previous study that revealed that R522 (R1098 in sACEc-domain) is critical for
chloride-dependence (Liu et al, 2001).
A modelling investigation by Tzakos et al (2003) revealed a cavity filled with a
network of five water molecules that links CL2 with the surface of the protein,
and could serve as an ion-conduction pore and putative ion-selectivity filter, based
on sequence similarity to the ion-selectivity channel of Salmonella typhimurium
serovar typhimurium CLC chloride channels. In this model, CL2 was proposed to
serve as an “ionic switch” that plays a role in the positioning of Y523 in the active
site.
However, it has also been observed that W279, which flanks the binding site of
CL1 (~20Å from the active site) is a ligand of lisinopril, and that this chloride is
also in close proximity to K511, which binds the inhibitor C-terminus (figure
1.8.2; Tzakos et al, 2003).
ACE2 is also activated by chloride anions, and a single bound chloride ion was
observed in the crystal structure of unliganded ACE2, bound to R169, W477 and
K481 (via a water), which correspond to R186, W485 and R489 of the CL1 site in
tACE (Towler et al, 2004). The important ligands in the CL2 site of this enzyme
are also conserved, but the nearby Pro residues of tACE are replaced by E398 and
S511, the side chains of which extend into the chloride-binding site, eliminating it
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(Towler et al, 2004). Due to the low resolution of this structure, the possibility of
a second unresolved chloride-binding site in ACE2 could not be ruled out.
Thus, the mechanism of chloride activation remains unclear, and the binding or
release of either of these two chlorides could alter the configuration of the active
site.
The weaker chloride-activation of the N-domain has not yet been adequately
explained. The residues directly involved in chloride-binding in tACE are largely
conserved in sACEN-domain; with the single (and possibly significant) mutation of
R186 to H195 (figure 1.2.1); as are the putative ion-selectivity filter residues
(Fernandez et al, 2003; Tzakos et al, 2003).
1.10. The hinge-bending mechanism of ACE2
In the structures of tACE and AnCE, inhibitor-bound and otherwise, the active
site residues are buried deep in the active cleft, being closed off from the external
milieu to such an extent that it is unclear how a bulky substrate molecule might
gain access.

No major conformational differences were observed between

inhibitor-bound and unliganded structures (Natesh et al, 2003; Kim et al, 2003).
Based on this evidence, it was proposed that a conformational change, or
“breathing motion” must occur in the residues surrounding the potential access
channels, allowing for substrate-binding (Natesh et al, 2003; Fernandez et al,
2003; Kim et al, 2003).
The unliganded structure of ACE2, however, is significantly different from its
inhibitor-bound counterpart. The active site cleft in unliganded conformation is as
much as 15Å wider open at the outer edge than in the inhibitor-bound structure,
and the enzyme appears to undergo a ligand-dependent hinge-bending movement
of ~16° that closes the substrate into the active site (figure 1.10.1; Towler et al,
2004).
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15.06Å

Figure 1.10.1. The hinge movement of ACE2.
A) Movement of one half of the molecule relative to the other closes the
active site on substrate-binding, by as much as 15Å. B) Residues at the active
site move into contact with the bound inhibitor MLN-4760.
Black lines: unliganded state; blue lines: inhibitor-bound state; spheres: zinc
ion. (Towler et al, 2004)
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This type of substrate-dependent hinge-bending mechanism has been observed in
a variety of other enzymes, including T4 lysozyme and the Escherichia coli Dallose-binding and L-arabinose-binding proteins, all of which have their active
sites occluded deep within a cleft in the substrate-bound state (Newcomer et al,
1981; Gerstein et al, 1994; Mchaourab et al, 1997; Magnusson et al, 2002).
Notably, the same mechanism has been observed in other zinc metallopeptidases,
including thermolysin, Bacillus cereus neutral protease and Pseudomonas
aeruginosa elastase; all members of the M4 class of zinc metallopeptidases that
have the same (HEXXH + E) zinc binding site motif as ACE and ACE2 (Zhang et
al, 1995; Lipscomb & Sträter, 1996; Hausrath & Matthews, 2002).
This suggests that the hinge-bending motion observed in ACE2 may be a common
feature of this class of peptidases, and considering the close structural homology
of human ACE to ACE2, it is likely that it uses a similar mechanism. This
possibility seems to be negated by the structure of unliganded tACE solved by
Natesh et al (2003), which is in a closed conformation. However, the presence of
an acetate molecule and another unknown molecule (modelled as Ncarboxyalanine) in the active site suggest that this structure could be another
“inhibitor-bound” closed form, rather than a true unliganded state (Natesh et al,
2003; Towler et al, 2004).
Further evidence for a hinge-mechanism in ACE is the indication from
microcalorimetry experiments that the energetics of inhibitor binding by ACE are
largely entropically-driven (Andújar-Sánchez et al, 2004). This could be expected
in the case of a mechanism such as hinge-closing where large numbers of solventexposed residues become associated with protein residues during binding.
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1.11. Conclusions
Human ACE is a C-terminal peptidyl-dipeptidase that occurs in most tissues,
either in a membrane-anchored or in a soluble form. It belongs to the M2 family
of zinc metallopeptidases, which bear the HEXXH + E zinc-binding motif.
Among a range of substrates, it acts on AngI and BK, which are important
regulators of blood pressure via the renin-angiotensin and kallikrein kinin
systems, respectively. This activity has made ACE the target of focussed drugdevelopment studies.
Our understanding of the structure and function of ACE has come a long way
since the development of the first-generation inhibitors. Human ACE occurs in
two isoforms, two-domain sACE, and tACE, which is identical to the C-terminal
domain of sACE. The two domains of sACE (which are 55% identical) have been
shown to exhibit different binding specificities, chloride activation and
thermostability. Notably, the C-domain alone appears to be largely responsible
for the conversion of AngI to AngII, which constitutes the hypertensive effect of
ACE. This suggests the possibility of designing therapeutic inhibitors that are
specifically targeted to one domain or the other, with a corresponding increase in
the specificity of the response. For example, a C-domain-selective inhibitor that
allowed the continued cleavage of BK by the N-domain might be expected to
alleviate side-effects such as cough and angioedema, which are thought to be
associated with elevated levels of BK, while inhibiting the cleavage of AngI by
the C-domain (Zaman et al, 2002; Acharya et al, 2003).
The process of designing such specific inhibitors has recently been aided by the
solution of crystal structures of human tACE in complex with lisinopril, captopril
and enalaprilat, and of two homologues, Drosophila AnCE and human ACE2.
These structures have given us a clear view of ACE as an ellipsoid, mostly αhelical protein, divided into two subdomains by a deep active-site cleft.
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The active site is strongly homologous; with respect to sequence and structure; to
those of other zinc metallopeptidases, suggesting that the catalytic mechanism is
conserved. Differences between the active sites of tACE, AnCE, ACE2, and the
N-domain of sACE have allowed some deductions to be made as to the factors
contributing to substrate-specificity, which should in turn allow for the
development of new domain-specific inhibitors of sACE.
The crystal structures have also revealed the presence of chloride anions in the
structure of tACE and ACE2, consistent with the chloride-activation observed in
these enzymes.
The structure of unliganded ACE2 reveals a hinge-bending mechanism that closes
the active site in the substrate-bound form. This mechanism may be applicable to
tACE, as it has also been observed in several other zinc metallopeptidases.
Further investigations are required into such problems as that of the influence of
the two domains of sACE on each other; since different studies seem to point
either to cooperativity or a lack thereof; or the mechanism of substrate entry into
the inaccessible active site of tACE.

The mechanism and role of chloride-

activation of the C-domain of sACE also remain unclear.
Light could be shed on these questions by the elucidation of additional crystal
structures, for example of a truly unliganded form of tACE, the N-domain of
sACE or the whole enzyme.

In the absence of such crystal structures, the

application of computer modelling studies could reveal insights based on the data
currently available.
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CHAPTER 2: MATERIALS AND METHODS
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2.1. Sample preparation:

Glycosylation mutants
Minimally glycosylated mutants of tACE, in which selected glycosylation sites are
knocked out by Asn-Gln mutation, were previously constructed and expressed in
Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells in Prof. Sturrock's laboratory (Gordon et al,
2003). Mutants tACE-G3 (lacking all but the third glycosylation site), tACE-G1,3
(lacking all but the first and third glycosylation sites), and tACE-G1234 (lacking all
but the first four glycosylation sites) were selected for expression and purification,
based on their ACE activity, and on their high levels of expression in CHO cells
(figure 2.1.1).

tACE mutant expression
tACE mutants were expressed in CHO cells (Ehlers et al, 1991b). Mutant cell lines
were grown in 10% FCS medium (50% DMEM (Highveld Biological, South Africa),
50% Ham's medium (Highveld Biological, South Africa), supplemented with 10%
foetal calf serum (Invitrogen Life Technologies, United Kingdom)). Expression was
induced with 40µM ZnCl2 in 2% FCS medium (50% DMEM, 50% Ham's medium
supplemented with 2% foetal calf serum). Mutant tACE-G1234 was also expressed in
the presence of glycosidase 1-inhibitor, N-butyl-deoxynojirimycin (NB-DNJ; Toronto
Research Chemicals Inc., Canada) at a concentration of 1.5mM.
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Figure 2.1.1. Schematic diagram of tACE glycosylation mutants. (Gordon et
al, 2003)
tACE: full-length tACE, with N-terminal signal sequence (1-36) and Cterminal membrane anchor (TM). N-linked glycosylation sequons are
represented by blocks. Black blocks indicate full glycosylation, grey blocks
indicate partial glycosylation and white blocks indicate no glycosylation.
tACE∆36NJ: the truncated native tACE that was crystallised after expression
in the presence of glycosidase-I inhibitor, NB-DNJ.
tACE-G1234, tACE-G1,3, tACE-G3: glycosylation mutants used in this
study, lacking the N-terminal signal sequence but having the transmembrane
domain.
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Purification of tACE mutants by lisinopril affinity chromatography
Soluble tACE glycosylation mutants were purified from harvested medium by
lisinopril affinity chromatography (Ehlers et al, 1989, 1991b).

Briefly, pooled

medium was applied to sepharose-28-lisinopril affinity columns and unbound protein
was eluted with wash buffer (0.5M NaCl, 20mM HEPES, pH7.5). tACE mutants
were eluted as a single peak using 50mM borate, pH 9.5. Fractions were assayed for
protein concentration and ACE activity, and those containing ACE were pooled.

Buffer exchange and sample concentration
Pooled fractions were exchanged from borate buffer into 5mM HEPES, and
concentrated by centrifugation using an Amicon Ultra-4 spin column (Millipore).
Buffer exchange was either accomplished by dialysis followed by concentration, or by
simultaneous concentration and buffer exchange during the centrifugation step.
Volumes were reduced to a final sample concentration of 2-5mg/ml.
The purity of the concentrated samples was assessed by 10% denaturing SDS-PAGE
with Coomassie staining. Samples were loaded in ~5µg and ~12µg amounts, in the
first case to check the molecular weight and in the second case, overloaded to check
for the presence of contaminants.
2.2. Assays:

ACE activity assay
ACE activity of the harvested medium, elution peak fractions, column flow-through
and dialysate was determined by measuring the hydrolysis of Hip-His Leu (Sigma) by
a fluorimetric assay (Friedland & Silverstein, 1976).
Briefly, samples were incubated for 15 minutes at 37°C in the presence of 5.65mM
Hip-His-Leu, 5.2mM NaOH, 0.052M HEPES (pH 7.5) and 0.31M NaCl, where after
the hydrolysis reaction was stopped by the addition of 750µl 0.28M NaOH. This
mixture was then incubated at room temperature for ten minutes in the presence of
8mM o-phthaldialdehyde, allowing the formation of the fluorescent adduct of ophthaldialdehyde and L-His-L-Leu. 3N HCl (100µl) was added to stop the reaction,
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and the amount of L-His-L-Leu present was determined by fluorimetric analysis
(excitation wavelength, 360nm; emission wavelength, 485nm) and comparison of the
fluorescence with that of L-His-L-Leu standards. 1mU of ACE activity was defined
as the production of 1nmole L-His-L-Leu per minute.

Protein Concentration
The concentration of the various protein samples was determined by a Bradford
protein assay (Bio-Rad protein micro-assay).
2.3. Crystallisation
Crystals were grown by the hanging drop vapour diffusion method. A narrow range
of crystallisation conditions were screened, based on those determined for minimally
glycosylated native tACE (Gordon et al, 2003). Reservoir buffer consisted of 15%
polyethylene glycol 4000 (Fluka), 10µM ZnSO4 and 50mM sodium acetate (Merck)
at pH 4.5, 4.7 or 4.9, filter-sterilised (0.22µm filter).
Samples of purified tACE mutants were centrifuged for 5 minutes in a bench-top
centrifuge to clear precipitated material before being used for crystallisation trials.
Protein concentration was re-assessed by Bradford assay before each screen was set
up. The samples were then combined at varying concentrations in a ratio of one part
protein solution to one part reservoir buffer in 4µl drops, sealed over 1ml reservoirs in
Linbro plates (Hampton) and incubated at 16°C in a low temperature incubator
(United Scientific). In order to reduce vibration from the incubator refrigeration unit,
crystallisation trays were placed on a 2cm layer of low-density foam.
To prevent water vapour from condensing on cover slips, screens were set up in a
room with an ambient temperature of 18-19°C, all solutions were pre-incubated at
16°C, and Linbro plates were incubated for several minutes at 16°C after every 4-6
wells had been set up.

Screens were also carried out with 500µl of various

combinations of paraffin and silicon oils (Hampton) covering the reservoirs (Chayen,
1997).
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2.4. Data Collection and Processing

Data Collection
X-ray diffraction data were collected at 100K from a single crystal of tACE-G1,3
(visible dimensions 0.4 X 0.05mm), grown using a reservoir buffer of 15% PEG,
50mM NaAc, pH4.5, 10µM ZnSO4, with 500µl of a 3:2 combination of paraffin to
silicon oils over the reservoir. The crystal was soaked briefly in 80% reservoir buffer,
20% glycerol and flash-frozen in the cryostream prior to data collection.
Data were collected to a nominal resolution of 2.9Å at the in-house X-ray source in
the Department of Biotechnology, University of the Western Cape [comprising a
Rigaku RUH3R copper rotating-anode X-ray source operated at 40 kV, 22mA; a
Rigaku R-axis IV+ image plate camera; an X-stream 2000 low-temperature system;
and an AXCOPX50 glass capillary optic with a 0.1 mm focus]. The crystal-todetector distance was set at 102mm, and data frames were recorded over 1100-second
exposures, with an oscillation angle of 0.5°, from 60°-225°, covering a total rotation
of 165.5°.

Data processing
From these images, 308966 diffraction spots, to 2.9Å, were integrated, scaled and
merged to 14275 unique reflections, using DENZO/SCALEPACK (Otwinowski &
Minor, 1997).
Molecular replacement was carried out using EPMR2.5 with the structure of
minimally glycosylated native tACE (PDB ID, 1o8a) as a model (Kissinger et al,
1999; Natesh et al, 2003). A resolution range of 15.0-4.0Å was used.
Phase refinement was initially carried out on 11181 reflections to 3.2Å, using CCP4i
v5.0 (Collaborative Computational Project, Number 4, 1994).

The refinement

procedure consisted of one cycle of rigid body refinement, followed by 20 cycles of
least squares restrained refinement using the maximum-likelihood method as
implemented in REFMAC5 (Murshodov et al, 1997). After this first refinement step,
a further 3094 reflections were added, extending the resolution to 2.9Å. Additional
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rounds of model building and phase refinement were then carried out. A relative
weighting term of 0.3 was initially applied to experimental data. This was decreased
to 0.05 towards the end of the refinement in order to improve the geometric
parameters of the model (see results section). Experimental sigma's were included in
this term. Isotropic temperature factors were refined. A test set, comprising 5% of
reflections, was excluded from the refinement for the calculation of Rfree. Simple
bulk-solvent scaling was used.
Model building was carried out using O 7.0.0, using 1o8a as a starting model, with
2Fobs-Fcalc and Fobs-Fcalc maps. After several steps of model building and refinement,
a map was calculated by prime-and-switch phasing using RESOLVE and a round of
model-building was performed using this map as a guide in order to reduce model
bias (Terwilliger, 2001). This was followed by further rounds of refinement and
model-building, carried out as before (see results section for details).
Zinc and chloride ions were added when clear density became apparent in the FobsFcalc map. Water molecules were added gradually to the model, manually and using
ARP/wARP (subject to manual examination), being positioned where well-defined
positive peaks were present in both the 2Fobs-Fcalc and maps, and where they could
form hydrogen bonds with protein, glycan or other water molecules.
Co-ordinates of the glycan residues were obtained from HIC-UP and added to the
model when clear density appeared at the glycosylated residues. Water oxygens that
had been modelled into disordered or partially-ordered regions of the glycan chains
were identified based on their location in density that was either connected with or
proximal to that occupied by ordered glycan residues. These atoms were initially
refined as water molecules, but later deleted, since the density they occupied did not
resolve into clear glycan residues.
Multiple conformations of the side-chains of several surface residues were introduced
when successive rounds of model-building and refinement using different
conformations failed to resolve a single high-occupancy rotamer, while at the same
time density was present that suggested the simultaneous presence of another rotamer
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in the structure. Side-chains were truncated in cases where no density was resolved
after several rounds of model-building and refinement.
Iterated refinement with model-building was carried out until no further decrease in
Rfree was achieved.

During the final rounds model-building and refinement,

PROCHECK was used to identify residues that had main-chains or side-chains in
unfavourable conformations, and these were corrected.
Once the structure had been refined to convergence (no further information was
apparent in successive rounds of refinement), the test set of reflections was included
in the data set and a further pass of refinement was carried out, followed by one
model-building phase and a last refinement step.

Structure Validation and Analysis
Structure analysis was carried out using CCP4i: PROCHECK and SFCHECK were
used to analyse the geometry and agreement of the structure with the experimental
data. Lattice contacts were identified using CONTACT.
Secondary structure was assigned using the secondary structure definition program of
Fodje (2002).
Alignment with wild-type tACE (1o8a) was determined for C-α residues, using
ALIGN (Cohen, 1997). All-atom pair-wise alignments of active site residues and
chloride ligands were carried out using PyMOL (DeLano).
2.5. Identification of hinge regions in ACE2
The open and closed structures of ACE2 (ACE2o, PDB ID 1r4l, and ACE2c, PDB ID
1r42, respectively) were compared in order to identify residues involved in the hingebending mechanism.
Structure alignments and root mean square deviations for Cα atoms were computed
using ALIGN (Cohen, 1997). Hinge regions in ACE2 were defined as those residues
to one side of which the Cα atoms of the ACE2o deviated from those of ACE2c by
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>3Å, and to the other side of which the structures were closely aligned. These
residues were compared with the corresponding residues in tACE (PDB ID 1o8a) and
AnCE (PDB ID 1j38), based on the alignment of Guy et al (2003).
2.6. Analysis of temperature factors
As an indication of the order or disorder of the regions, temperature factors (Bfactors) were obtained from the PDB entries. <B> and σ(B) were calculated for all
Cα atoms, and the B-factor of each individual Cα atom was expressed as a function of
σ(B).
2.7. Modelling of a putative open form of tACE:
In order to perform NMA of an open form of tACE, open and closed homology
models of tACE (tACEo and tACEc) were built based on ACE2o and ACE2c.
Amino acid sequences were aligned according to Towler et al (2004) and 25 open and
25 closed models were generated using MODELLER6v2 (Sali & Blundell, 1993).
Procheck was used to analyse the models. Based on their Ramachandran plots, one
model was selected from each group as having the fewest residues falling into
unfavourable regions. SCWRL was used to optimise the side-chain packing of these
models (Canutescue et al, 2003).
2.8. Normal mode analysis:
Normal mode analysis (NMA) is a statistical technique for exploring the intrinsic
flexibility of a molecule. The basis of this technique is the assumption that molecular
motions can be described as simple harmonic oscillations about a local energy
minimum (Van Wynsberghe et al, 2004). The molecule's potential energy surface is
expressed as a matrix (the Hessian matrix) of the second derivatives of its potential
energy function, in terms of its mass-weighted atomic co-ordinates (Tama et al,
2000). The Hessian matrix is then diagonalised, yielding eigenvectors describing
directions of collective atomic oscillation, and eigenvalues expressing the frequencies
of these oscillations (Tama et al, 2000; Van Wynsberghe et al, 2004).
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Numerous studies have shown that large-scale macromolecular motions, such as the
hinge mechanism observed in ACE2, can be described accurately by one, or a
combination of a few, of the low frequency vibrational modes calculated by this
method (for example, Brooks & Karplus, 1983; Mouawad & Perahia, 1996;
Jääskeläinen et al, 1998; Ma & Karplus, 1998; Tama & Sanejouand, 2001; Shen et al,
2002; Van Wynsberghe et al, 2004).
A potential energy function using an empirically-based molecular mechanics force
field has the advantage of allowing the study of a macromolecule in its native
electrostatic environment, as well as the determination of probable amplitudes of
motion in the absence of a crystal structure (Van Wynsberghe et al, 2004). However,
the complexity of such a potential function makes NMA of macromolecules
computationally intensive. Consequently, a number of approximations have been
introduced that reduce the computational time required for NMA. Among these, the
block algorithm for diagonalisation of the Hessian matrix treats the residues in a
protein in rigid groups, with results being similar to those obtained by a more
thorough treatment of the problem (Tama et al, 2000). The elastic network model
(ENM), using a simplified force field that describes interactions between spatiallyrelated Cα-atoms in terms of a simple Hookean spring potential, has likewise been
shown to yield accurate results, without the requirement of an energy-minimisation
step prior to NMA (Tama & Sanejouand, 2001). These approximations do not appear
to have a detrimental effect on the correlation between the low-frequency modes
obtained and experimentally-derived structures (Tama & Sanejouand, 2001).
Moreover, they allow the rapid determination of protein flexibility and the
identification of the regions important in these motions (Suhre & Sanejouand, 2004).
NMA of ACE2 and tACE, using the simplified elastic network model force field and
a block diagonalisation algorithm, was performed using elNémo (Suhre &
Sanejouand, 2004). The block size was set to three residues, and the Cα-Cα linkage
cutoff to 8Å, being the recommended default values for these parameters.
The crystallographic structures of ACE2o, ACE2c (minus the collectrin-like domain)
and unliganded wild-type tACE were analysed, as well as tACEo and tACEc. In each
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case the ten lowest-frequency normal modes were calculated, and the degree of
cumulative overlap between the normal modes and the structural change was
determined. Overlap is a measure of the degree of similarity between the direction of
the observed conformational change and the one described by the normal mode in
question, with a value of 1 indicating complete agreement between the normal mode
and the observed change (Valadié et al, 2003).
For the modes showing the highest overlap with the observed structural change, the
amplitude of perturbation required for maximal agreement between the resulting
structure and the comparison structure was determined, and perturbed models were
generated accordingly. Cα-Cα distance fluctuations were calculated by elNémo and
used as an indication of the residues involved in the motion described by the mode in
question.
The normal modes were also assessed in terms of collectivity, a measure of the
proportion of atoms displaying large-amplitude displacements in the motion described
by the mode (Suhre & Sanejouand, 2004).
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CHAPTER 3: CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF A GLYCOSYLATION
MUTANT OF HUMAN TESTIS ACE
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3.1. Sample Preparation:
Samples were eluted from the lisinopril affinity column as a single peak. SDSPAGE demonstrated that all samples were of the correct molecular weight
(~75kDa) and did not contain protein contaminants (figure 3.1.1). Mutants that
were glycosylated to different degrees could be seen to have different molecular
weights (e.g. tACE-G1234 versus tACEG3).

tACE-G1234 expressed in the

presence of NB-DNJ, appeared as a sharper band than that expressed in the
absence of NB-DNJ, indicative of the homogeneity of glycosylation resulting
from the action of this glycosidase 1-inhibitor.
3.2. Crystallisation
An initial crystallisation screen revealed extensive, concentration-dependent,
granular precipitation for tACE-G1234 (with or without NB-DNJ) and tACE-G3
under all of the conditions screened. Starting concentrations screened ranged
from 0.7-6.0mg/ml for tACE-G1234 (+NB-DNJ), 0.8-4.0mg/ml for tACE-G1234
(-NB-DNJ), and 0.4-2.0mg/ml for tACE-G3.
In this same initial screening, crystals of tACE-G1,3 grew at pH4.5, 4.7 and 4.9,
with a 1:1 combination of silicon and paraffin oils over the wells, in drops with
starting protein concentrations ranging from ~0.6-3.0mg/ml.

At starting

concentrations of 3.0mg/ml, numerous tiny-to-medium-sized crystals grew and
twinning was evident, while at 0.6mg/ml crystals were sparse and did not grow
large enough for diffraction.
Further screens were set up using 1:1, 3:2 and 2:3 ratios of silicon to paraffin oils
over the reservoirs. The presence of the oils was seen to reduce the amount of
sample precipitation, as well as the amount of water vapour condensing on the
cover slides, with a combination of 2 parts silicon to 3 parts paraffin oil favouring
the development of few, large crystals.
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Figure 3.1.1. SDS-PAGE with Coomassie staining to determine sample
homogeneity. Wells were overloaded for assessment of sample purity and
approximate molecular weight. +/-NJ: tACE-G1234 sample expressed in
the presence or absence of N-butyl-deoxynojirimycin. The molecular
weight of tACE is ~75kDa.
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tACE-G1,3 crystals of a suitable size and separation were grown in wells with a
starting protein concentration of 1.5mg/ml, having 2 parts silicon to 3 parts
paraffin oil over the reservoir, at pH4.5, 4.7 and 4.9. While the crystals grown at
pH4.9 were generally larger than those grown at a lower pH, they also showed
large cracks. All of the crystals had the same morphology, and similar results
were obtained for samples of tACE-G1,3 from independent batches of expression
and purification.
Data was collected from a crystal grown at pH4.5 with dimensions (visible in the
plane of the drop) of ~0.4 X 0.05mm.
3.3. Data collection and processing

Data collection
Data collection statistics are shown in table 3.3.1. tACE-G1,3 crystallised in the
same space group as wild-type tACE (Natesh et al, 2003). However, the unit cell
dimensions differ slightly from those of the structures of tACE solved previously,
being ~3Å longer in the a-axis and ~2Å longer in the c-axis (table 3.3.2).
At the crystal-to-detector distance of 102mm , a zone of diffraction spots was lost
during integration, due to overlap of integration boxes. Despite the loss of these
reflections, the wide oscillation range ensured that sufficient observations were
made for each unique reflection, as can be seen from the redundancy (3.9). A
longer crystal-to-detector distance was therefore not required.
Data were initially scaled and merged to 3.2Å, yielding 11181 unique reflections
with an overall Rmerge of 18.3% (30.29% in the highest resolution shell). After an
initial step of phasing, phase refinement and model-building, however, 3094
additional reflections were included up to 2.9Å resolution. Although Rmerge for the
3.02-2.90Å shell was 40.8%, these reflections were included based on their
reasonable signal-to-noise ratio and redundancy.
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Table 3.3.1. Reflection data collection, scaling and merging. Values in
parentheses apply to the highest resolution shell (3.0-2.9Å).
Space group

P212121

Mosaicity

0.4

Resolution range (Å)

20.0-2.9

Completeness (%)

96.7 (99.0)

Rmerge (%)

20.0 (36.2)

<I/σ(I)>

5.88 (1.86)

<I/σ(I)> (systematically absent reflections)

0.5

Redundancy

3.9 (3.0)

No. of observations

308966

No. of unique reflections

14275

Unit-cell dimensions (Å)

a = 59.81, b = 85.17, c = 135.58
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Table 3.3.2. Comparison of unit cell dimensions (in Ångströms) of tACE-G1,3
with those of the published structures of tACE. PDB accession codes are given
in brackets for each structure.
Structure

a

b

c

Volume (Å3)

Unliganded tACE (1o8a)

56.620

85.060

133.790

644345

Lisinopril-bound tACE (1o86)

56.470

84.470

133.990

639135

Enalaprilat-bound tACE (1uze)

56.720

85.351

133.726

647382

Captopril-bound tACE (1uzf)

56.648

84.899

133.500

642049

tACE-G1,3

59.810

84.900

135.990

690539
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3.4. Phase refinement and model-building
Molecular replacement yielded a single solution having a correlation-coefficient
of 0.703 and an R-value of 0.565, indicating the presence of only one molecule in
the asymmetric unit. This was as expected from the similarity of the unit cell
dimensions to those obtained previously (table 3.3.2).
Model building and phase refinement were alternated in a number of build-refine
steps.

After each model-building phase, cycles of least-squares restrained

refinement were carried out until the Rfree value ceased to decrease. Refinement
statistics that were monitored throughout the phase-refinement and modelbuilding process are presented in figure 3.4.1. It should be noted that because of
the high degree of similarity between the molecular replacement solution and the
final structure, the initial phasing was accurate and thus the changes observed in
these quality-control statistics over the course of the experiment were slight.
Initially, phase refinement was carried out to 3.0Å, by one cycle of rigid body
refinement, followed by 20 cycles of least-squares restrained refinement. During
The subsequent model-building phase, the mutated asparagines were replaced
with glutamine residues and their side-chains adjusted to fit the electron density
maps. Density was present in the Fobs-Fcalc map at the zinc and chloride binding
sites, allowing the insertion of these ions into the model (figure 3.4.2).
After this step, additional reflections were added to the data set to extend the
resolution to 2.9Å. This was followed by 8 cycles of restrained refinement using
the partially-adjusted model with mutated residues and zinc and chloride ions.
During the subsequent model-building phase, the N72- and N109-linked glycan
residues, as well as additional C-terminal and loop residues, were modelled in
where clear density appeared in the Fobs-Fcalc map (figure 3.4.3).
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Figure 3.4.1. Refinement statistics. Each data point represents the refinement statistics at the end of one step of
model-building and refinement.
Rcryst = crystallographic R-factor; Rfree = free R-factor; FOM= mean phasing figure of merit; rmsdb = r.m.s.
deviation of bond length from ideal values.

Figure 3.4.2. 2Fosbs-Fcalc and Fobs-Fcalc maps after the first refinement step,
showing the positions of A) the active site zinc ion (black) and acetate
molecule (ACT), B) chloride ion CL1 (green) and associated water molecule,
C) chloride ion CL2 (green) and associated water molecule. Blue density:
2Fobs-Fcalc map; magenta density: Fobs-Fcalc map. The final model of tACEG1,3 is shown in the density. Black labels indicate chloride or zinc ligands.
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Figure 3.4.3. Modelling of N-linked glycan residues at A) N72 and B) N109.
Left-hand-side: omit maps after the first round of refinement; right-hand side:
maps after the final round of refinement.
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Density for the N109-linked glycan was present in the omit-maps from the first
refinement step, with further unmodelled density being evident after the final
round of refinement, indicating the presence of more ordered or partially-ordered
atoms in the crystal structure than were built into the model. At the N72-linked
glycosylation site, however, only a limited amount of ordered density was present
for the N72-linked glycan, indicating a greater degree of disorder at this site. This
density did not appear in the initial omit maps, and the residue could only be
modelled in after several steps of refinement and model-building.
The next three steps of refinement and model-building (steps 3-5, 39-43 cycles of
restrained refinement in figure 3.4.1) were carried out using ARP/wARP to add
water molecules during the refinement phases.

Each water molecule was

examined manually and only those found to be in reasonable positions and within
H-bonding distance of a protein, water or glycan residue were kept. ARP/wARP
was abandoned when no further sensible water molecules could be added
automatically, and a refine-build step (step 6) was carried out with the manual
addition of water molecules. In addition to the water molecules, one glycerol
molecule was placed in the active cleft.
This was followed by a phase modification step, to reduce model bias. Phases
were modified by the prime-and-switch technique, in which phases are adjusted
according to solvent boundary information, without reference to the starting
phases (Terwilliger, 2001). The resulting phase information had a bias ratio of
0.96 (as opposed to 1.66 prior to phase modification), indicating a substantial
decrease in model bias. However, the mean figure of merit of these phases was
low (0.64). This was probably a result of the low solvent content of the crystals,
since the prime-and-switch technique works best for solvent contents of 50% and
higher (Terwilliger, 2001). Because of the poor quality of these phases, the
subsequent model-building step made use of 2Fobs-Fcalc and Fobs-Fcalc maps,
calculated using the unmodified phases, with the modified phase map as a guide.
Adjustments were only made where this map deviated clearly and substantially
from the weighted difference map.
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Up until this stage (6 build-refine steps, 47 refinement cycles), the relative
weighting on the experimental and theoretical terms in the refinement had been
set to 0.3, with the result that the geometry of the model had become distorted.
This can be seen from the high r.m.s. bond length deviation values (0.038Å) in
figure 3.4.1. During the steps following the phase modification step, this problem
was corrected by adjusting the relative weighting from 0.3 to 0.05 as was
appropriate for data to this resolution. The result was a decrease in r.m.s. bond
length deviation (to 0.011Å) and a slight increase in phasing figure of merit
(0.796 to 0.800). However, this also resulted in an increase in Rcryst from 0.161 to
0.195, since the previous rounds of incorrect weighting had amounted to an overfitting to the experimental data. Rfree also increased slightly during these steps
(0.280 to 0.284).
During the subsequent two steps of refinement and model building, PROCHECK
was used to identify residues having unfavourable main chain and side chain
conformations. These were then corrected during model-building. Also during
these steps, an active site acetate was added and unresolvable or disordered side
chain atoms were deleted. At this stage (9 build-refine steps, 66 refinement
cycles), Rfree appeared to have reached a plateau at 0.283, indicating the
convergence of the refinement and model-building procedure.
In the step prior to the penultimate step, water molecules that had been modelled
into probable disordered glycan density were identified as such and deleted from
the model. The inter-residue links for the glycan residues and zinc ion were also
regularised. This resulted in a decrease in Rfree to 0.268 and an increase in FOM
from 0.788 to 0.825.
For the penultimate step, the test set (5%) of reflections was included in six cycles
of refinement. A model-building phase was then carried out during which a few
minor adjustments were made, and some water atoms added or deleted. This was
followed by a final four cycles of refinement. During these last two steps, the
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phasing figure of merit increased dramatically, as could be expected due to the
inclusion of additional experimental data, while the r.m.s. bond deviation
decreased from 0.011Å to 0.09Å.
The final refinement statistics are shown in Table 3.4.1.
3.5. Structure validation:
The Ramachandran plot of tACE-G1,3 output by PROCHECK is shown in figure
3.5.1. 92.9% of non-glycine residues lie inside the most favoured regions of the
Ramachandran plot, with 6.5% in additionally allowed, and 0.6% in the
generously allowed regions. No non-glycine residues were in disallowed regions.
The G-factor is greater than -0.5, indicating normal stereochemistry, while the
r.m.s. deviations of the geometric parameters from ideality are all lower than the
target values. From the Luzzati plot, the estimated maximal co-ordinate error for
low temperature factor atoms is 0.278Å, and the average temperature factor is
low. σ(B) is high, indicating a large variance in temperature-factors. This is
largely due to the presence of loop L433-D440 and the glycan residues, which
show a high degree of disorder in the crystal lattice.
3.6. The structure of tACE-G1,3
The structure of tACE-G1,3 is very similar to the tACE structures solved
previously, with the r.m.s. deviation between the Cα atoms of tACE-G1,3 and the
published wild-type structure being only 0.30Å.
Like the other structures, this mutant is largely α-helical, with a few short regions
of β-strand (figure 3.6.1). The molecule is ellipsoid in shape and divided down
the middle by a deep cleft, in which the active site zinc ion is located. This cleft is
closed off from the external milieu by the N-terminal two α-helices or lid-helices.
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Table 3.4.1. Refinement statistics at the end of model-building and phase
refinement.
Solvent content (%)

46.74

Final Rcryst (%)*

16.2

Rfree (%)#

26.8

Rfree/Rcryst

1.65

Phasing figure of merit

0.948

G-factor

0.08

R.m.s. deviation from
om ideality (target
values)
Bond length (Å)

0.009 (0.021)

Planar groups (Å)

0.004 (0.020)

Bond angles (°)

1.205 (1.934)

<u> (co-ordinate error from Luzzati plot)

0.273

No. of atoms (protein)

5339 (4823)

No. of solvent atoms

445

No. of zinc ions

1

No. of chloride ions

2

No. of glycan atoms

55
2

Average temperature factor (A )

22.8

σ(B)

11.85

*
#

Rcryst after inclusion of the test set of reflections.
Rfree prior to the inclusion of the test set.
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Figure 3.5.1. Ramachandran plot of tACE-G1,3 (PROCHECK). The most
favoured regions are coloured red, additionally allowed regions yellow,
generously allowed regions tan, and disfavoured regions white. Non-glycine
residues are represented by blocks (■) and glycines by triangles (▲). Nonglycine residues falling into generously allowed regions are labeled in red text.
No non-glycine residues fell into disallowed regions.
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Figure 3.6.1. Overview of tACE-G1,3 structure, stereo views. A) View
looking down into the active cleft with lid helices to the top right. B) Side
view with lid helices on top. Navy: α-helices; yellow: β-strands; orange:
glycan residues; green spheres: chloride ions; magenta sphere: zinc ion.
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Two chloride ions are present in the structure, at the same sites as in wild-type
tACE (figure 3.4.2). The r.m.s. deviations for all atoms in the residues
surrounding CL1 (D186, M278, W485, W486, R489, D507) and CL2 (W220,
Y224, P407, P519, I521, R522) are 0.673Å and 0.652Å, respectively.

The

conserved water molecules proposed by Tzakos et al (2003) to represent an
entrance pore for CL2 are also present in this structure.
The active site zinc ion is tetra-coordinated by H383, H387, E411 and the
carboxyl oxygen of an acetate molecule (figures 3.4.2 and 3.6.2). The r.m.s.
deviation between the zinc-binding residues and those of 1o8a is 0.221Å for all
atoms, and 0.181Å excluding the acetate molecule.
The active site acetate makes hydrogen-bonding contact with E384 of the zincbinding motif, and superimposes onto the zinc-binding carboxyl group of the
inhibitor lisinopril in the lisinopril-bound structure (1o8f). In addition to the
acetate molecule, the active site of the unliganded wild-type tACE structure
contains an N-carboxyalanine moiety, which was modelled into unknown density.
This position is occupied by water molecules in tACE-G1,3, as is the position
occupied by a glycine moiety that was modelled into unknown density in the
active site of the lisinopril-bound structure (figure 3.6.3).
In addition to these two sites, a string of three water molecules in tACE-G1,3
occupy density which may correspond to a ligand which is present in the lattice at
low occupancy (figure 3.6.3). However, at 2.9Å resolution, it is not possible to
distinguish between such a ligand and water molecules.
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Figure 3.6.2. Alignment of zinc ligands in tACE-G1,3 and wild-type tACE
(PDB accession code 1o8a). Yellow sticks: tACE-G1,3; blue sticks: wild-type
tACE; ACT: acetate. R.m.s. deviation for all atoms = 0.221Å. R.m.s. deviation
for all atoms excluding ACT = 0.181Å.
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Figure 3.6.3. Unknown density in the active site. Orange sticks: zinc-binding
residues in tACE-G1,3; green sticks: N-carboxyalanine from the aligned wildtype structure (1o8a); yellow sticks: glycine from the aligned lisinopril-bound
structure (1o8f); magenta sphere: zinc ion; ACT: acetate molecule; red
spheres: water molecules in the active site of tACE-G1,3 that may occupy
density corresponding to low-occupancy ligand.
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3.7. Temperature factor analysis
The residues having the highest temperature factors (greater than 2σ(B)) are
located around glycosylation site N109 at the end of lid helix α2, and in the
exterior loop region L433-D440, which was disordered in the wild-type structure
(1o8a). Other regions having higher-than average temperature factors (greater
than σ(B)) include the ends of the lid helices (including the N72-glycosylation
site), exterior loop P314-S318, the N-terminal ends of α10 and α11, loop E342V350 (stretched out into the surroundings and probably interacting with the
glycan chain at N72), and the C-terminal loop.
Residues having lower-than-average temperature factors (less than -σ(B)) are all
located in the interior of one half of the molecule, subdomain II, surrounding the
CL1 binding-site and including chloride and substrate ligands. This is illustrated
in figure 3.7.1, where it can be seen by contrast that the residues having high
temperature factors are all on the surface, and fall largely into subdomain I. The
only high temperature factor residues in subdomain II are at the ends of α4
(flanking the lid helices) and the C-terminal loop residues, which were disordered
in the wild-type structure.
3.8. Disordered residues:
Of the four mutation sites, the side-chains of three (Q90, Q155 & Q618) are
present in the structure in two (modelled) low-occupancy conformations. Q155
lies in the loop between β1 and β2, a section of β-sheet that stretches out from the
molecule into the surrounding medium, probably interacting with the N72-linked
glycan. This loop has lower temperature factors in tACE-G1,3 than in wild-type
tACE, either because the absence of the glycan at Q155 increases structural
stability, or because the presence of a longer glycan chain at N72 stabilises the
structure.
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Figure 3.7.1. Temperature factors in tACE-G1,3. View looking down into the
active site with the lid helices to the top right. Subdomain II is on the left, and
subdomain I on the right. Residues having temperature factors higher or lower
than average are shown in cartoon representation, with low temperature factor
residues coloured blue and high temperature factor residues coloured yellowto-red. Chloride ions = green spheres, zinc ion = purple sphere.
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Other residues modelled as having two rotameric forms are R53, E143, R314,
E403, H543 and Q586. These are all on the exterior surface of the structure, apart
from E143 and E403, which are on the interior surface of the active cleft, distant
from the zinc ion (16.74Å and 12.29Å, respectively).
Residues having unresolvable side-chain atoms are T39, E43, K46, E64, K79,
L107, S295, P297, M299, Q539 and K613, all on the surface of the molecule.
S295, P297 and M299 lie on one of two flexible loops that stretch across the end
of the active cleft. The second of these two loops, L433-D440, is disordered in
the unliganded wild-type tACE structure, but could be modelled into density in
tACE-G1,3, although the temperature factors remain high.
3.9. Glycans in the crystal lattice
The unit cell of tACE-G1,3 is slightly larger (690539 Å3) than that of the wildtype structure determined using NB-DNJ (644345Å3; table 3.3.2).

This is

probably because NB-DNJ-treatment of wild-type tACE led to the production of
shorter glycan chains, which occupy smaller volumes than those of tACE-G1,3.
In the crystal structure of tACE-G1,3, 32 residues lie <3.6Å from symmetryrelated protein atoms and are thus probably involved in lattice contacts, while in
the wild-type structure of tACE, 47 residues were identified as making close
contacts. Most of these contact residues lie in subdomain II, the half of the
molecule containing zinc and chloride ions and having low temperature factors
(figure 3.9.1).
Only one of the contact sites in the wild-type structure involves an ordered glycan
residue (NAG696, on N586), while neither of the ordered regions of the glycan
chains in tACE-G1,3 are involved in lattice contacts.
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Figure 3.9.1. Lattice contacts: residues closer than 3.6Å to symmetry-related
molecules. A) tACE-G1,3, with N-linked glycans indicated by red arrows; B)
wild-type tACE (1o8a). Views are shown from each side of the molecule,
with the lid helices on top and the active cleft in the plane of the page. Images
on the left-hand-side show subdomain I, while those on the right show
subdomain II. Differences in surface texture are largely due to the presence of
water molecules in the structures.
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Notably, subdomain I, on which side of the molecule the glycan chains of tACEG1,3 lie, has only one residue making lattice contacts (Q554), as opposed to eight
in wild-type tACE (K425, H426, H428-N431, Y553, Q554, NAG696). It is
likely, however, that the disordered glycan residues make further contacts in
tACE-G1,3.
Differences in lattice contacts between the two structures result not only from an
increase in unit cell volume, but also from a slight change in the relative
orientations of symmetry-related molecules. This can be seen, for example, in
figure 3.9.2, where a channel is visible in the middle of the unit cell, between
symmetry-related molecules. This channel is occupied by the N72-linked glycan
residues, which take up more space in tACE-G1,3 than in wild-type tACE.
Consequently, in tACE-G1,3, the molecules on the right-hand side of the unit cell
are shifted slightly across and down relative to those on the left, making the
channel larger.
The N109-linked glycan is located in a smaller inter-molecular pocket, which
could introduce constraint, resulting in its higher degree of order in the crystal
structure.
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Figure 3.9.2. Lattice packing in A) tACE-G1,3; B) wild-type tACE (1o8a).
View from the side of the unit cell, with the c-axis horizontal and the b-axis
vertical. Glycan residues are coloured orange; the unit cell dimensions are
shown in blue. A channel containing N72-linked glycan residues is shown in
center of the lower half of the unit cell.
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CHAPTER 4: INVESTIGATION OF A PUTATIVE HINGE MECHANISM
IN HUMAN TESTIS ACE
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4.1. ACE2 hinge regions:
The motion observed between ACE2c and ACE2o can be described as a hinge
movement that opens up the active site. The lid helices, α1 and α2, swivel to one
side, and the cleft opens up more on one end than the other. Looking down onto
the active site cleft with the lid helices (α1 and α2) on top, the hinge axis stretches
from under the N-terminus to the middle of the underside of the active site.
Based on the structural alignment of ACE2o with ACE2c, five hinge regions were
identified: 79-106, 288-289, 391-400, 429, 527-529 and 561-566 (Fig 4.1.1). A
comparison of the Cα-atom temperature factors of ACE2c, ACE2o, wild-type
tACE, tACE-G1,3 and AnCE is presented in figure 4.1.2.
The hinge region closest to the N-terminus (L79-S106) occurs between the α2 lid
helix and α4. The overall sequence conservation of this region between tACE,
AnCE and ACE2 is low (~7%), although the α-helical structure of the region is
conserved. The temperature factors of this region are considerably higher than
average in ACE2o, ACE2c, AnCE, tACE-G1,3 and the closed unliganded
structure of tACE, indicating a degree of disorder in the structure as would be
expected from a flexible region.
Next, K288-P289 lie in a loop region that crosses the more open end of the active
site cleft. P289 is conserved in tACE (P298) and AnCE, but the preceding Gly
(G286), which presumably lends flexibility to the region, is mutated to a Pro. The
temperature factors of these residues are higher than average for all structures
considered.
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A

B

Figure 4.1.1. Two views of ACE2o, showing hinge regions.
A) Looking down into the active site cleft, with the N-terminal lid helices in
the foreground on the right half of the molecule. B) From the side, with the
lid helices diagonal, center top to center right. Hinge regions with low
temperature factors and high sequence-conservation (391-400, 527-529, 561566) are coloured blue; those with high temperature factors and low
sequence-conservation (79-106, 288-289, 429) are coloured red.
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Figure 4.1.2, and overleaf. Temperature factor (B-factor) comparison
between tACE glycosylation mutant tACE-G1,3, unliganded wild-type tACE
(tACE, 1o8a), Drosophila AnCE (1j38) and the open (1r42) and closed
(1r4l) structures of ACE2. Sequences are aligned according to Guy et al
(2003). Note that residues 343-437 of tACE are not shown as they are
disordered in the crystal structure.
Residues are coloured according to their temperature factors:
ORANGE: B-factors greater than σ(B); RED: B-factors greater than 2σ(B);
GREEN: B-factors less than -σ(B). Boxes indicate hinge regions in ACE2.
Lines over residues indicate zinc ligands. Light blue = over a residues
indicates residues that are in unfavourable conformations in the closed model
of tACE, * indicates residues in unfavourable conformations in both the
open and closed models, and # indicates residues that are in unfavourable
conformations in the open model only.
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Running parallel to this loop, and also crossing the end of the active site cleft, the
loop region containing Q429 (S425-E430) is also a hinge region. The sequence of
this region is not conserved. The equivalent loop in tACE (S435-S439) is one
amino-acid shorter than in ACE2, but in the published structure of tACE, this
glycine- and serine-rich loop is disordered and could not be modelled, indicating
that its flexibility is conserved despite its shorter length. While it is ordered in
tACE-G1,3, AnCE, ACE2c and ACE2o, the temperature factors in this region are
high.
E527-L529 lie on the underside of the active site cleft.

These residues are

conserved in tACE and ACE2, but not in AnCE, although they are surrounded by
residues that are conserved in all three homologues. The temperature factors for
this region are average-to-low indicating a high degree of order in all structures.
G561-W566 lie under the N-terminus, on the opposite side of the active site cleft
from the K288-P289 and S425-E430 loops. These residues are 80% conserved in
all three homologues, and the temperature factors in this region are average in
tACE-G1,3, tACE, and AnCE, and low in both ACE2 structures.
In addition to these five hinge regions, a sixth region of close alignment (L391F400) lies between two stretches of structural divergence. This region is in close
proximity to the G561-W566 loop, under the N-terminal α1 lid helix. Like the
G561-W566 loop, it is conserved (60%) in all three homologues, includes two
conserved glycines and a conserved alanine, and has low temperature factors.
Thus six hinge regions were identified based on the domain motion observed in
the structures of ACE2. Three of these are highly conserved in tACE, ACE2 and
AnCE, rich in glycines, alanines and serines, and display a high degree of order in
the crystal structures, as evidenced by their temperature factors. The other three
regions show low sequence-conservation and a high degree of disorder or
flexibility in the crystal structures.
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4.2. Modelling of a putative open form of tACE:
An open model of tACE was generated for normal mode analysis, based on the
unbound ACE2o.
A model of tACE (tACEc) based on ACE2c served as a control for errors
introduced by the modelling process. The best model of tACEc had a r.m.s.
deviation of 1.19Å (572 pairs of Cα-atoms) from the structure of tACE-G1,3,
which is the same as the mean deviation between tACE-G1,3 and the closed form
of ACE2 (1.20Å for 568 pairs of Cα-atoms).
The Ramachandran plot for this model revealed thirteen residues that have
unfavourable main chain conformations. All but two of these correspond either to
glycines in ACE2 (E123, D164, T345, Y360, N431), to residues neighbouring
glycines in ACE2 (V148, R348), to residues neighbouring an insertion in ACE2
relative to tACE (T226, D440), or to residues which also have unfavourable mainchain torsion angles in the ACE2 structure (N105, F506). Of the remaining two
unfavourable residues, T75 (E56 of ACE2) occurs on the surface of the structure,
at the start of the α2 helix and S517 (D509 of ACE2) occurs in the active site next
to V518 (Y510 of ACE2), an important residue for substrate-recognition (Natesh
et al, 2003; Towler et al, 2004).
Four of the residues in unfavourable conformations, N105, E123, N431 and D440,
lie in or near a putative hinge region (figure 4.1.2). N105 and E123 occur in the
N-terminal-most hinge region, which has low homology to ACE2. While N105 is
in a favourable conformation in the open model, E123 replaces a glycine in
ACE2. N431 and D440 flank the flexible S435-S439 loop of tACE, which has
low sequence homology to the equivalent loop in ACE2, appearing to retain its
flexibility by virtue of a greater proportion of glycines.
The open model of tACE (tACEo) only had six residues with unfavourable mainchain torsion angles. These residues were also, bar one (V499), in unfavourable
conformations in the model of the inhibitor-bound form and include D440, near
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the S435-S439 loop. The region surrounding V499 (V491 of ACE2) is on the
surface of the molecule and contains an extra Pro in tACE, compared with ACE2.
4.3. Normal Mode Analysis:
The results of the normal mode analysis are presented in table 4.3.1 and figure
4.3.1. NMA of both ACE2o and tACEo yielded a single low-frequency normal
mode (mode 1, having the lowest frequency, in both cases) that had high overlap
with the observed or proposed structural change. In both cases, this mode has
moderate collectivity and describes a closing of the active site cleft, with similar
amplitudes of perturbation required for maximal overlap with the closed forms.
The low r.m.s. deviations between the resulting perturbed models and the
comparison structures indicate that the end-states of the normal modes are in very
similar conformations to the observed (or modelled) closed structures.
In the case of tACEo, this same low-frequency mode showed high overlap not
only with tACEc, the model based on ACE2c, but also with wild-type tACE, the
unliganded closed structure. Thus the closed state occurring in this proposed
structural transition is similar to the structure of tACE that has been observed, and
not merely an artefact of the modelling process.
In contrast with these results, the closed structures (ACE2c, tACEc and wild-type
tACE) did not yield normal modes having high overlap with the structural change.
This indicates a poor modelling of the proposed structural change by NMA of
these structures. While the motions described by the normal modes showing the
highest overlap do involve partial opening of the active site cleft, the amplitudes
of displacement required for maximum agreement with the comparison structure
are low, and the resulting structures do not align closely with the open forms.
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Table 4.3.1. Normal mode analysis of tACE and ACE2 - statistics for the mode having the highest
overlap for each structure studied.
Structure

Comparison

Mode Overlap Collectivity RMSDa |Amplitude| Cumulative

structure

(Å)

(DQb)

Overlapc

ACE2o

ACE2c

1

0.733

0.386

1.77

224

0.893

ACE2c

ACE2o

2

0.117

0.132

3.43

85

0.436

tACEo

tACEc

1

0.709

0.427

1.86

248

0.857

tACEc

tACEo

6

0.133

0.500

3.62

96

0.451

tACEo

wild-type tACE

1

0.643

0.427

2.19

245

0.825

wild-type tACE

tACEo

2

0.129

0.468

3.89

107

0.371

a

R.m.s. deviation for all Cα-atoms, between the comparison structure and a model perturbed along
the direction of the mode so as to have the best alignment with the comparison structure.
b
The amplitude of this perturbation in arbitrary units.
c
Total overlap for the ten lowest-frequency normal modes calculated for the structure.

Figure 4.3.1. Normal mode analysis of tACE and ACE2: models perturbed
according to the modes showing highest overlap with the putative structural
change, the amplitude of perturbation being that which resulted in the closest
alignment with the comparison structure. A) ACE2o (vs. ACE2c); B) ACE2c
(vs. ACE2o); C) wild-type tACE (vs. tACEo); D) tACEc (vs. tACEo); E)
tACEo (vs. wild-type tACE); F) tACEo (vs. tACEc). Colours are according to
the residues showing the greatest relative displacements in ACE2o and tACEo:
red residues move apart, and blue residues move together as the cleft closes in
the modes for these two structures. Green arrows indicate the major directions
of movement in the mode in question.
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In the low frequency normal mode obtained for tACEo, the residues showing
greatest movement apart, based on their Cα-Cα distance fluctuations, are I73-L82
and E349-V351 on one side of the active site cleft, and L140-V148 and E162 on
the other. These residues all lie at the opening of the active site cleft, towards the
end of the cleft observed to open widest in ACE2 (figures 4.3.1 and 4.3.2).
Residues on the under-side of the active site cleft, away from the lid helices, show
little or no movement relative to their neighbours. The distance fluctuations are
illustrated by the differences in Cα-Cα distances between representative residues
in table 4.3.2. The equivalent residues in ACE2 are affected in a similar way by
the structural change between ACE2o and ACE2c, and by perturbation along
mode 1 for ACE2o (table 4.3.2, figure 4.3.2).
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Figure 4.3.2. Residues showing the greatest relative motion during hinging,
according to mode 1 of tACEo. Residues moving closer together by are
coloured red, and those moving further apart are coloured blue. A&B) wildtype tACE (1o8a) and tACEo; C&D) the equivalent residues in ACE2c (1r4l)
and ACE2o (1r42).
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Table 4.3.2. Residues showing large movement relative to one another in mode 1
of tACEo. Comparison of Cα-Cα distances in Ångströms between these residues,
with those between the equivalent residues in mode 1 of ACE2o and in the crystal
structures of ACE2.
Structure

Moving

Distance

Distance

Difference

Residues

when Closed

when Open

(Å)

(Å)

(Å)

tACEo mode 1

N105, G212

16.3

13.8

2.5

ACE2o vs. ACE2c

L85, H195

15.7

13.9

1.8

ACE2o mode 1

L85, H195

16.5

13.9

2.6

tACEo mode 1

N155, D346

24.9

36.8

-11.9

ACE2o vs. ACE2c

D136, N338

23.1

37.8

-14.8

ACE2o mode 1

D136, N338

20.6

37.8

-17.2
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION
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5.1. Mutation as a potential solution to the glycosylation problem
The effect of N-linked glycosylation on a protein structure is usually to increase
its stability by entropic effects (Imperiali & O'Connor, 1999). However, the
presence of glycan residues on the surface of a protein is well known to have a
negative influence on its ability to form an ordered crystal lattice. This effect is
thought to be due partly to the increased conformational entropy introduced by the
glycan chain, and partly to the heterogeneity involved in glycan-processing (Hogg
et al, 2002; Mehndiratta et al, 2004).
Human testis ACE contains six N-linked glycosylation sites, having differential
importance for the activity and structural integrity of the enzyme (Yu et al, 1997;
Gordon et al, 2003). The reduction of surface glycosylation has been shown to be
a useful strategy for the crystallisation of this enzyme, leading to the recent
solution of a crystal structure of tACE expressed in CHO cells in the presence of
the glycosidase 1-inhibitor, N-butyl-deoxynojirimycin (NB-DNJ) (Gordon et al,
2003; Natesh et al, 2003).
In the past, the prohibitive cost of glycosidase inhibitors such as NB-DNJ has led
other groups to seek out new methods for the reduction of surface glycosylation
(Grueninger-Leitch et al, 1996). To this end, glycosylation mutants of human
tACE, having all but a minimum number of glycosylation sites knocked out by
Asn-Gln point mutation, were constructed and expressed in CHO cells, with
preliminary crystallisation screens indicating that this approach might yield some
results (Gordon et al, 2003).
However, it remained to be seen whether a glycosylation mutant of tACE could be
crystallised reproducibly for the determination of a crystal structure, or whether
such a structure might yield any novel information as to the mode of activity of
tACE.
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5.2. Reproducible crystallisation of a tACE glycosylation mutant
Crystallisation trials using conditions based on those that had previously yielded
promising results, showed extensive precipitation of all mutant tACE samples but
tACE-G1,3. This minimally glycosylated mutant crystallised under all of the
narrow range of conditions screened, with results being reproducible from one
batch of purified protein to the next. The absence of all but the first (N72) and
third (N109) glycosylation sites in this mutant and the presence of two fullyprocessed glycan chains thus does not appear to have an adverse or prohibitive
effect on crystal formation.
The use of oils to slow the rate of vapour diffusion was found to improve crystal
quality. This is probably due in part to a limitation of the effects of temperature
fluctuations on the crystallisation conditions (e.g. by minimising condensation on
the cover slide) (Chayen, 1997).
It is thus possible to crystallise a minimally-glycosylated mutant of human tACE,
tACE-G1,3, reproducibly for X-ray diffraction purposes.
5.3. Collection of diffraction data and refinement of an unbiased model
Diffraction data collected from a crystal of tACE-G1,3 had a satisfactory Rmerge,
signal-to-noise ratio and redundancy, to 2.9Å. The crystallographic space group
was the same as that of the structures of wild-type tACE, and unit cell dimensions
were similar, with a slight increase in the volume of the unit cell in this case,
probably due to the presence of longer N-linked glycan chains.
In keeping with these indications, the agreement of the molecular replacement
solution with the structural data was extremely good. Rather than re-build the
model from scratch, this solution was used as a starting point for model-building
and phase refinement. Care was taken to remove model-bias by working from
weighted difference maps, and by carrying out a round of model-building against
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a prime-and-switch-phased map. The over-weighting towards experimental data
in the first few steps of refinement would also have had the effect of pulling the
structure away from the starting model in cases where the two differed. Thus it
can be assumed that the structure solution presented here represents a reasonable
fit to the experimental data, without being overly biased towards the starting
model.
5.4. The structure of tACE-G1,3
The structure of tACE-G1,3 does not differ in any major respects from the tACE
structures solved previously. It is globular, largely alpha-helical, and divided
down the middle by an active site cleft. Main-chain deviations between tACEG1,3 and wild-type tACE are very slight, as are the deviations between the zincand chloride-binding sites.

As was the case with the unliganded wild-type

structure, a fourth zinc ligand is present, in the form of an acetate molecule.
The side chains of several residues were disordered in tACE-G1,3, as was also the
case for wild-type tACE. These included three of the four mutant Gln residues,
which were present in two rotameric forms, indicative of a disruption of the local
hydrogen-bonding environment by the introduction of a longer Gln side chain.
However, all of the disordered side chains lie on the surface of the molecule and
their degree of order is probably not of functional significance.
High temperature factors, indicative of a high degree of structural disorder or
flexibility, were observed in the two flexible loops that cross the end of the active
cleft, the ends of the lid helices (near the glycosylated residues), and in the Cterminal loop.

Despite the high Cα temperature factors of the residues

surrounding N109, the glycan chain at this residue seems to be more ordered than
that at N72, as can be seen by comparing the Fobs-Fcalc and 2Fobs-Fcalc map
densities at these sites (figure 3.4.3). The N72-linked glycan projects into a large
channel between symmetry-related molecules, while the N109-linked glycan
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appears to be in a more constrained environment, which probably explains its
higher degree of order in the lattice.
Interestingly, the difference in glycosylation appears to have lead to a slight
rearrangement of the crystal lattice relative to that of the wild-type structure, with
the expansion of the N72 channel, and the loss of several crystal contacts. This
might have been expected to destabilise the lattice, however the loss of proteinprotein contacts may be compensated for by glycan-mediated contacts.
Because all of the potential glycosylation sites are on the surface of the molecule,
projecting into inter-molecular spaces in the lattice, it is difficult to make any
predictions regarding the effect of full glycosylation of the other glycosylation
sites on the lattice arrangement. However, it might be expected that different
combinations of glycosylation sites could lead to different re-arrangements of
lattice contacts. Based on this observation, future crystallisation experiments
using the other glycosylation mutants might be expected to yield some novel
structural information by virtue of a lattice rearrangement.
From this structural evidence, it appears that the loss of glycosylation sites did not
disrupt the structure of tACE-G1,3. Since this mutant can be expressed without
the need for expensive glycosidase inhibitors, it promises to be an invaluable tool
for further crystallographic studies, in particular for co-crystallisation studies
using new potential ACE inhibitors.
5.5. Subdomain II is more rigid than subdomain I
Examination of Cα-atom temperature factors as an indication of the degree of
order or structural constraint of a residue, revealed that subdomain II of tACEG1,3, containing two chloride ions and the active zinc ion, is significantly more
stable than subdomain I, which in turn contains most of the more disordered
residues.
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This pattern of temperature factors is conserved in wild-type tACE, AnCE and
ACE2, indicating a conserved structural stability. Since these homologues all
crystallised in different space groups and under different conditions, the observed
stability appears to be a function of the structure itself. The observation that
subdomain II contributes most of the crystal contacts in tACE-G1,3 and wild-type
tACE is thus probably a consequence of the stability of this domain, rather than
the cause thereof.
This domain stability is likely to be contributed by the bound chloride ions, and
may have functional significance. For example, is seems likely that the N-domain
of somatic ACE would associate with the C-domain along this relatively
immobile surface, leaving subdomain I free to open and close as substrate is
bound and products are released.
5.6. Hinge-bending is a possible mechanism for substrate entry
All of the structures of tACE solved to date are in the same conformation, with the
active site residues buried deep in a cleft in the molecule (Natesh et al, 2003,
2004). The same is true for the insect homologue, AnCE (Kim et al, 2003). As it
is seen in these structures, the active site cleft is not entirely isolated, being linked
by pores to the external milieu. However, these pores are of small diameter
(<3Å), and it has been suggested that some kind of flexibility or "breathing"
motion must occur in order for a bulky substrate such as AngI to gain access to
the active residues (Kim et al, 2003).
The first evidence for such a breathing motion is seen in the structures of the
human homologue, ACE2, solved recently (Towler et al, 2004).

While the

inhibitor-bound form of this ACE homologue is in a similar conformation to
tACE and AnCE, the unbound open form differs considerably. In this form, the
active site is opened up by a hinge movement of ~16°, which results in the
displacement of some surface residues by as much as 15Å. Based on this hinging,
ACE2 can be divided into two domains, which move relatively independently of
each other (Towler et al, 2004).
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Given this evidence, and the fact that some kind of opening action is required in
order for substrates to access the active site, it is likely that tACE and AnCE both
undergo a similar hinging motion upon substrate-binding, being found in an open
state when not bound to inhibitor. Such a hinge mechanism would also explain
the large contribution of entropy to the energetics of inhibitor-binding by ACE,
since closing of the active site would result in the association of numerous
residues that would be bound to ordered solvent molecules when in an open
conformation (Andújar-Sánchez et al, 2004).
Why then are the unliganded crystal structures of these enzymes not in an open
conformation? A clue to a possible explanation lies in the presence of electron
density in the active site of unliganded wild-type tACE that was modelled as an
acetate and an N-carboxyalanine (Natesh et al, 2003). While no unknown ligands
were modelled into tACE-G1,3, the resolution of this structure was not high
enough to distinguish a low-occupancy ligand from water molecules in the active
site.

The possibility thus remains that what has been interpreted as a true

unliganded form of tACE is more accurately equivalent to another inhibitor-bound
form (Towler et al, 2004). However, it should be noted that the structure of
AnCE (PDB ID 1j38), which is also in a closed conformation in the absence of
inhibitor, contains only water molecules as additional zinc-ligands.
If the mechanism for opening the active site is conserved in ACE homologues,
then one would expect at least a measure of functional conservation among the
residues involved in this motion.
5.7. Hinge-bending regions of ACE2
The transition between the open and closed structures of ACE2 can be described
as a hinge-bending movement that opens up the active site (Towler et al, 2004).
The lid helices, α1 and α2, swivel to one side, with the hinge axis stretching from
under the lid helix N-terminus (which lies on the top of one end of the active site
cleft), to the middle of the underside of the cleft.
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Six regions are involved in the hinge motion, and these can be divided into two
groups. The first group comprises four regions (L79-S106, L391-F400, E527-529
and G561-W566) that are concentrated on the N-terminus side of the active site
cleft and underneath it. This side of the active cleft is more static during the
observed motion, and this group could thus be described as the hinge itself. Three
of these regions are highly conserved between tACE, AnCE and ACE, show low
temperature factors (a high degree of structural constraint) in both open and
closed forms of ACE2, and contain glycines, serines and alanines. The fourth
region of this group (L79-S106), showing low sequence conservation and a high
degree of disorder, lies on the surface of the molecule, below the N-terminus.
Hinging seems to occur about these four regions, with the active site cleft opening
more on one side than the other (figure 4.1.1).
G561-W566 of this group lie between the conserved HEMGH of the zinc-binding
motif (H383-H384 of tACE) and the additional conserved downstream zincbinding Glu (E411 of tACE). Although hinging about this region does not alter
the relative orientation of the zinc-coordinating residues, it does move the zinc ion
away from the opposite wall of the active site cleft by ~3.8Å, thus opening up the
catalytic site (figure 1.9.1).
The second group of residues involved in hinging comprises two loop regions
(S425-E430 and K288-P289) that stretch one above the other, across the end of
the active site cleft that opens out more in the unbound form. The sequence of
these residues is not conserved, but their temperature factors are high in all of the
structures considered, indicating a degree of flexibility that is functionally
conserved. In the case of tACE the S435-S439 loop (corresponding to S425-E430
of ACE2) was disordered in the wild-type crystal structure and could not be
modelled.
Because of their structural constraint, it is unclear how the more conserved hinge
regions influence the hinge mechanism, although the presence of glycines, serines
and alanines in these regions suggests that they may exist in more than one
energetically favourable conformation. Their sequence conservation, however,
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together with the conservation of functional flexibility in the loop regions,
suggests a conservation of the hinge mechanism among these homologues.
5.8. Investigation of tACE hinging by normal mode analysis
A modelling technique that has proven useful in describing protein domain
motions is that of normal mode analysis (NMA). The basis of this technique is
the assumption that the atoms in a molecule behave as simple harmonic
oscillators, and that all of the possible motions of the molecule can be described
by combinations of these oscillations. Diagonalisation of the Hessian matrix (the
mass-weighted second derivatives of the molecule's potential energy matrix)
yields so-called "directions" of oscillation, or normal modes.

Each of these

normal modes describes a harmonic oscillation of the structure about a local
energy minimum, with the low-frequency modes describing large-amplitude
collective motions, such as those undergone during a hinge-bending event in a
protein (Suhre & Sanejouand, 2004). It has been shown that in many cases a
single low-frequency normal mode accurately describes the domain movements
observed in the crystallographic structures of proteins (Tama & Sanejouand,
2001).
In order to investigate the possibility of hinge-movement in tACE further, NMA
of tACE and ACE2 was carried out.
For comparison, a model of a putative open structure of tACE (tACEo) was made,
based on the structure of the open form of ACE2. Because ACE2 exhibits only
42% sequence identity to tACE, this model was only a rough one, as indicated by
the presence of several residues having unfavourable main chain torsion values,
and by the deviation (1.19Å, Cα atoms) of the closed control model (tACEc) from
the crystal structure of tACE-G1,3.

However, since the force-field used to

compute low-frequency normal modes was a simplified one, based on the spatial
proximity of Cα atoms, the modes determined can be expected to depend on
macroscopic more than on local structure (Tama et al, 2000; Tama & Sanejouand,
2001).
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Four of the residues in unfavourable conformations in tACEc were located in or
near putative hinge regions. However, only one of these was also present in
tACEo, and this residue (S449) is in a region that is highly disordered (i.e.
flexible) in the crystal structures of tACE. The errors in the model were therefore
not expected to affect the outcome of the analysis adversely.
NMA of both tACEo and ACE2o yielded a single normal mode having a high
degree of overlap with the putative structural change. These modes describe a
closing of the active site cleft that corresponds closely to the hinging observed in
the ACE2 crystal structures, with moving residues behaving similarly in both
cases, and with perturbed structures aligning closely with the observed closed
crystal forms.

The residues on the underside of the active site cleft, including

most of subdomain II, show little or no movement relative to neighbouring
residues.
The NMA for the closed structures (tACEc, ACE2c and wild-type tACE)
however, did not yield modes having high overlap with the structural change.
This is probably because the moving residues are close together in the starting
structure, becoming linked in the force field so that large Cα-Cα fluctuations
between them are not favoured. This tendency of closed structures to yield
normal modes that do not describe the structural transition as well as those of the
corresponding open form has been documented for a number of cases (Tama &
Sanejouand, 2001). However, since these results were similar for both wild-type
tACE and ACE2c, they do not exclude the possibility that tACE might undergo a
hinge movement. Rather, the fact that NMA of the wild-type structure of tACE
does yield some normal modes having high collectivity is a further indication that
some kind of concerted movement about the active site is likely to occur.
It could be argued that the similarity in behaviour of the normal modes of tACEo
and ACE2o is an artefact due to the modelling of the open structure based on
ACE2o. However the close alignment of the perturbed model of tACEo with the
wild-type tACE structure suggests that this model may represent a reasonable
approximation of a real open form of tACE.
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This evidence, taken together with the requirement for opening of the active cleft
to allow substrate access, the entropically-driven nature of substrate binding, the
hinging of ACE2, the presence of an acetate molecule in the active site of tACEG1,3 and the wild-type tACE structure, and the conservation of the proposed
hinge regions in ACE2, tACE and AnCE at the level of flexibility, suggests that
tACE does have an open form and that this open form is similar to ACE2o.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS AND DIRECTIONS FOR FURTHER
STUDY
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6.1. Conclusions
Apart from a slight rearrangement of lattice contacts, the structure of
glycosylation mutant tACE-G1,3 does not differ significantly from the structure
of wild-type tACE. This means that it is possible to solve tACE structures
without the use of expensive glycosidase inhibitors, which in turn has important
implications for future structural studies of ACE inhibitor binding.
Based on analysis of temperature factors, subdomain II of tACE-G1,3, containing
bound chloride ions and the zinc-binding site, displays a high degree structural
rigidity while subdomain I appears to be more flexible. This domain stability is
conserved in wild-type tACE, ACE2 and AnCE, and may have functional
significance.
The residues involved in the hinge motion of ACE2 are conserved, at least at the
level of functional flexibility, in tACE and AnCE. Normal mode analysis of the
closed tACE structure and a modelled open form demonstrated that the intrinsic
flexibility of this structure about the active site cleft is similar to that of ACE2.
This suggests that hinging is a common mechanism for substrate entry in ACE
homologues.

This hypothesis is further supported in the literature by the

observation that some kind of motion must occur to allow substrate access, the
presence of unidentified ligand in the active site of the wild-type tACE structure,
and the calorimetric evidence for a large entropic contribution to substrate binding
(Kim et al, 2003; Natesh et al, 2003; Andújar-Sánchez et al, 2004).
6.2. Directions for further study
By establishing a more cost-effective means of determining tACE structures, this
work provides a platform for further crystallographic studies of this enzyme.
Because of the importance of ACE as a drug target, the primary thrust of these
studies must be in the area of drug-design and characterisation. Crystallisation of
new potential inhibitors bound to tACE-G1,3 would provide insight into the mode
of binding of these possible drug leads, yielding structure-based insight to aid the
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design process. The likelihood that a large-scale hinge motion is involved in the
binding of substrates means that co-crystallisation is likely to be a more successful
strategy than soaking pre-grown crystals in a solution of the ligand.
Further investigation into the possibility of a hinge mechanism could entail the
introduction of mutations into the putative hinge regions of tACE. For example,
mutants having shorter or more rigid loop regions might be expected to have
different catalytic characteristics from wild-type tACE.
NMA could also be carried out in more detail. For instance, the application of an
empirical force field would allow a more in-depth comparison to be made
between ACE2o and the tACEo homology model, while determination of the
magnitude of the energy barriers to be overcome in the proposed hinge event
would shed further light on its energetic favourability (Van Wynbergher et al,
2004). Such studies could be verified experimentally, by calorimetric comparison
of inhibitor-binding by tACE and ACE2.
Crystallisation screens could also be carried out using a broader range of
conditions. For example, a structure lacking the active site acetate observed in
unliganded wild-type tACE and tACE-G1,3 might be obtained by using a
different precipitant buffer. Alternatively, the use of different combinations of
glycosylation site mutations might yield a mutant tACE that crystallised
preferentially in an alternative crystal form, perhaps having a different
conformation.
The aim of all such studies would be the elucidation of the activity and substratebinding capabilities of ACE, in the interests of designing new drugs for the
treatment of cardiac disease.
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ABBREVIATIONS

Å

Ångströms

ACE

Angiotensin-converting Enzyme

ACE2

human homologue of ACE

ACE2c

closed, inhibitor-bound structure of ACE2

ACE2o

open, unbound structure of ACE2

ACEr

Drosophila homologue of ACE

AnCE

Drosophila homologue of ACE

Ang1-7

Angiotensin, residues 1-7 (DRVYIHP)

AngI

Agiotensin-I (DRVYIHPFHL), precursor of AngII

AngII

Agiotensin-II (DRVYIHPF)

BK

Bradykinin (RPPGFSPFR)

CHO's

Chinese Hamster Ovary cells

DMEM

Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium

ENM

Elastic Network Model

FCS

Foetal Calf Serum

FOM

phasing Figure of Merit

HEPES

N-(2-Hydroxyethyl)piperazine-N'-(2-ethanesulfonic acid)

Hip-His-Leu

Hippuryl-histidyl-leucine

KKS

Kallikrein-kinin System

N-AcSDKP

N-Acetyl-seryl-aspartyl-lysyl-proline

NB-DNJ

N-butyl-deoxynojirimycin

NMA

Normal Mode Analysis

r.m.s.

root mean square

RAS

Renin-Angiotensin System

Rcryst

crystallographic R-factor = Σ||Fobs-|Fcalc||/Σ|Fobs|

Rfree

crystallographic R-factor for the test set (5% of reflections)

Rmerge

merging R-factor = Σ ( |(I - <I>)| ) / Σ (I)

RXP407

N-domain-specific substrate

RXPA380

C-domain-specific substrate

sACE

somatic ACE

sACEC-domain

C-terminal domain of sACE

sACEN-domain

N-terminal domain of sACE

SDS-PAGE

Sodium Dodecylsulphate Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis
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tACE

testis ACE

tACEc

closed model of human tACE, based on ACE2c

tACE-G1,3

mutant of human tACE, lacking all but the first and third Nglycosylation sites

tACE-G1234

mutant of human tACE, lacking all but the first four N-glycosylation
sites

tACE-G3

mutant of human tACE, tacking all but the third N-glycosylation site

tACEo

open model of human tACE, based on ACE2o

wt-tACE

wild-type human tACE
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